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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY,WRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1, .90.
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Shows the Strength of the Organiza•
tion and Gives Out Some Im•
•
•
•
•

A MASTERPIECE 07 MERRIMENT

Friday, Febuary 15, will be hangan's in Kentucky. So far arrangements have been completed for the
Sending of four men to the gallows
On that day in this state. 'Governor
Beckham has set that date for the
execution of two murderers, whose
death sentences were affirmed by
the court of appeals recently. They
were Jesse Fitzgerald. who is; to
hang in Knox county. and Ben Huffaker now a convict in the'Eddyville penitentiary, serving,' a life
term for murder, and who will be
swung up for having slain a fellow
eotiVict. Both are negroes.
Just a few days ago the governor
aet Febuary 15 as the same for the
execution at Russellville loll:Guy
Lyon and W. R.Fletcher, who crimnally assaulted the little German
girl; Mary Gladder. Both are white
In connectien with the pending
execution lot Ben Huffa,ker, the
convict, an interesting questton has
been raised whether it will be necessary for the governor to grant him
pardon for the offense for[Which
, he is now,serving a lit: sentence:befor he can be hung for the latter
charge.
In 1895 George McGee a convict in
re penit,entary, killed a fellow:conyict, and after a trial incourt, was
sentenced to be hanged. Govertfor
rowit pardoned him for hislformer
Crime, so le could be hanged :for
the latter, but it is thought that the
?pinion of the court of appeals in
re case of this latest convict murer indicates that such a course will
have to be followed by the; govor to make it legal to carry out
sentence.

• The senate of North Carolina has
eceived a letter from Mrs. "StoneII" Jackson declining ro accept' a
•nsion of $100 a month provided
nder a resolution introduced a few
aa's ago.
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To the Members of the Dark :Tobacco Association of Christian
county:
A great deal has been said in regard to our association members
selling tebacco in violet* of their
Cor. Main t.10th Sts
••
pledge, in fact it has coin() to me a
•
number of times that I had sold the
9
tobacco off of the John W. Terrell
id Ma srath
WhenlI
•
place.I would not for a moment ques
most ex larzting story, h
•
his gay St mood and full
tion who it is that starts these re•
zest of te.
ports. Mr. Jno. Boyd hits every lb.
0
of his crop raised on theTerrellplace
•
in the association and I have not
•ialogues are crisp and viitty
"A pec liarly ingenious s ory, dom.
story is told wi h a dash
with al light and cheer I touch
sold a pound, and it can't be bought
m which makes it highly
that k ps the reader iit] amused
on the outside for $20:00per hundred
."—Pritsbar Times.
suspens s.ntil the Iasi page."—
much less the little insignificant
Nen, Yoe Herald.
price thatsoihe are willing to take,
Some 4% years .ago I realized that
son.ething nad to be done for our
country and for our homes or the
• 'Our business is growing every year and we expect
"• For fren ed ro.
ce served hot
out.
Mr.
would
be
sold
most
of
us
"Take
old Mae •tath's story
to make 1907 our banner year if reasonable prices and a
in a pl
sauce
modernity,
nd Masks' •th a grain
Chas. Fort and Mr, Charley Barker
taste th latest concoct' in literary
square deal to everybody is appreciated by the public.
o: salt nd simply.enjo it—there
and a few others and myself went to
culina es served by th t eleventh
no
is
necessity
Of
bel
ving
it,
We have on display the most complete line of
hour odern, Harold MacGrath, in
work on this uncertain proposition,
nobody Wants you tol" Phdadel•
his
arts and Masks '"—New
T egrapt
a leap in the dark a great many callYork
/errant.
ed it, but something had to be done.
Necessity is said to be the great
At every age the advent]
an unex cted corner. I
lever by which .our lives are made
with brea hless excitement
useful or they are ruined, I, don't
ling dialog e, facinating,
atmosphere.
know any such word as fail in the
association.At our meeting last week
at
Guthrie, we had the greatest and
"'A ni t's wild advent res,
" He rts and Masks ---the very
told in he Comedy vein, Mr. Ma
title uggests another of those
largest gathering we, ever, ' had, at
Shown in this end of the state. Come and see how our
Grath's story is well inven4ed, and
blithe y irresponsible ro -lances of
took two long days to transact the
he tells he invention capit ly, ca
Mr.
rold MacGrath.
course,
new quarters look, price our goods and we think you
Iiusinese, ana I ant not certain we
ryi.ig it n with a wealtV of inc
it neve could have ha
ned, but
deists
and
ha
ntio
o
will help us make 1907 a record-breaker.
detail.
it is de
lieve just
got thropgh then. We had represen—New York Erenine
the same."—.1, :e York Globe.
tatibp Trorn the Ohio on the north,
Mississippi river on the west, to the r
cotton counties on the south,. and as .
1
far eest as Lafayette; Tenn., taking lir
ah
hi all of the dark tobacco export- r
i
i
ing
of
Kentucky
counties
and
Tenn-11
This story will appear serially in this aper,
. essee. Capt. Stone,•the old Confed- I
and you will like it. Watch for the opening chapters
LJTHMAINSTREET
crate leader, clutirtnan of Lyon w
county, was one among our number.
of this remarkable mystery of the ten of hearts.
1 want to say that our association
is today stronger than it has ever
been, we have more counties., in our keep out of trouble would
take a
rank than ever before, and in the signed statement from
parties that
western district, we are stronger he buys from that his tobacco
is not
evangelist,and wIto,has been. preach - than we have been at any
time.
,
•mg 8111cetaLier
his
6 Leath,-endeav- Sonic of our counties have 85 to 97% in the association if he iinoi postive
about him. We have put the price
oring to follow his footsteps, died
of their tobacco in the association. of lugs 6 to 7% and good leaf
CARTERS V IL LE, 'a., Jan. 28.— Saturtla,y
$2 to $4
after IV brief illness of Now some one might ask whereare
Robert W.Junes..ft youngest son
higher
than
last
year's
prices.
You
pueumonii.
you so strong? Dr. Dunn and' his will see eery section of the country
d
of t me late SAIII P. Jones, toe
vice-chairman of Robertson county whereever tobacco is grown
that the
! will tell you that Robertson is one people are organizing and what
i these counties,old brother Joe John- means all this organization? One
suit of Logan'county will tell you will say T don't like the managethe same thing about Logan; sir. ment, I would say get on the inside I Head of U. C. V. Declares The
Old
Reynolds of Todd, Dr. Claypool of brother and instruct you committeeSoldiers Are Lost Sight Of At
ISimpson and Polk Prince of Mont- man as you would have him do. He
gomery all will tell you ,.the same will carry it to
The Reunions.
the county committhing in regard to the strength, of te and if favorable to the committee
their counties. Now some one will then your county chairman will be
ask how is Christian. Our secretary, instructed to take the matter to the I
Two important orderk4 to ConfedMr. Will Glass told me at the last executive committee, $o you see if
meeting that we had pledged be- you fault finders would ohly help us erate veterans, issued by Stephen D.
tween 5;700 and 6,000 aeres.Last year instead of pulling back,greater good I Lee, General, U. C. V., are made
we had about 5,500 acres in the 11880- could be accomplished. Th,ey know!public. Speaking of the appointing
cia.t ion. Then some one will say, But we make mistakes, but have we I of sponsors and maids of honor by
$o many are selling, now whose made a mistake in getting your I the United Confederate Veterans,
fault is this, if our members in every price up to 7% per lb. instead of 4%? Gen Lee said!
district would come to Hopkinsville I don'teklame the buyers or the cor- "It cannot be denied that what
and report to his committeeman who poratioii about your low priced. to- was intended maul honor to the dehad sold and order his committee- hem)for no one is so much to blame scendants of the glorious women of
men and his chairman to bring suit as the main that raised it. You and the Confederacy has grown to such'
against these parties it would check you alone that raise ;tobacco can a degree that the Confederate solat once all that sold on the outside, make the prices higher and that is diers have, in a manner, been forced
in fact the courts have decided both by sticking together and holding for into second places."
He announces that this matter
in Kentucky and Tennessee that better prices, 10c per lb. will not i be
will
be' brought to the attention of
the buyer that bought association; out of order for Christian county tothe
Richmond
reunion this year,and
tobacco was liable for damages, and. bacco by January next.Some of this
the association member that sdld crop has been sold as high as 9c per that pending action-11y the veterans
at this convention, he will abstain
had violated his cOntract for he las.
appointing a chief sponsor and
from
pledged it to the association to be
W. W. RADFORD,
maid
of honor for the Rechtnond resold, now I am sorry to say as chairChairman.
.
union.
man of Christian county our mem"It is absolutely necessary," he
bers have neglected their neighbor,
• Mrs. King's Burial.
continues,
"that the expenses of the
The funeral of Mrs. L. A. King, a
for wheneverone that is in the assoreunion
cities
be reduced and he(the
ciation sells his or any part of his daughter of James Cate, of this city.
crop he lays himself liable to be took place today at Henderson, con- general) wishes it distinctly undersued by the association for damage. ducted by the Rev. J. T. Rushing. stood that the outlay for entertainment of all sponsors and maids of
Now in case you work share hands The Henderson Journal says:
inter"The
respect of all ato athnire a honor must be borne by those who
you have no right to sell ycfur
4ast of this share tobacco and you are noble type of womanhood and of un- make that appointment."
The second order announces the
as much to blame as they are when affected piety, goes out to the befou sell crop raised byltired hands. reaved family, stricken by the la- date ,of the seventeenth annual reunien f,r June 1, 2 and 3 next.
I am sorry to say that we had to mented death of Mrs. L. A. King.
them
"What
the
and
put
silent
crops
'handshake
and
atop several
back into the prizing house:4. I am the heartfelt sympathy of many
sorry also to tell you that we have friends can avail to mitigate a great
a number of suits to be brought in sorrow is assured to those who inth.t
A telegram front Auburn, Ky., anthe circuit court against parties who bear Hie burden."
nounces the death of Mrs. Mary
have sold, also against the parties
NI&
Blakey. The deceased was the yenfIllti bought the tobacco. I would
lerable mother of Dr. T. W. Blakey
, glifleatig "(hat jag mat.
of this city.
tiuggeslaalat the buyer in order t
-Aasa
"'Hearts and Masks' is a delicious
tective story—a mystery, a robry, an unmasking and all, but
t with t
ght, unconentional; witty ialogu that keeps
the mind on the alert con inually."
asi4o Journal.

uarters

"Here, indeed,is a joy-spreading
story that is as s;)irited and swift
in action as anything well could be.
'It is light
'ed forward
with a sting and go tha seize the
reader - t the start and ney r release
him."- Xashrille
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in the State
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F. A. YOST CO.,
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OUTS OUT SPONSORS
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and look in the glass—you will see iheziffect.
You can't help puckering—it makes,youTucker
to think of tasting it. "
By the use 4:4 so called cheap Baking
Powders you-take this Tucliering:injuri9us Alum
right into your systemu 'injure djgestion

and x_uin your stomach_

AVOID .A1•1114

Say plain*ar

Royal 1mi-de-from pure, refined Grape Cream of Tartar—Costs more

than Alum but you have the profit of quality, the profit of good health.'

Liyspepsia Cure
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Be Wise! Be Wise!

Be Happy; Be Happy!
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LEFT HIM AT:LUNCH SCALY ERUPTIONS BREAKING OF BAND
WITHTRAIN SPED TO NASHVILLE
OUT MR. HIGGINS.

Engage
Sues Road For His Missed
tor
oelent And For The Way Conduc
Talked to Him.

J. D. Higgins has tiled a rather
unusual suit for damages against the
Louisville & Nashville Railroad
oompany, the total amount prayed
for being $503.60.
The plaintiff claims in his petition
that on November 25, 1906, he and
achis little son took passage on the
Reach
commodation for Nashville.
the
ing Guthrie he VMS told that
train would wait twenty minutes
and he and his son went in the lunch
room nearby to get something to eat,
and while in there and in less than
twelve minutes the trrin pulled out
without giving any warning whatever. He was therefore unable to
go to Nashville and had to return to
this city without filling a business
engagement which he had, damaging him to the amount of $253.60.
The plaintiff further states that
when he left the train at Guthrie he
left his overcoat on the seat and
when the train . returned here that
night he met it at the depot and asked the conductor about the garment.
He claims that the conductor told
him in a very irritated manner to
see the flagman about it and then
with an oath said: "I suppose you
will get about $2,000 for the way I
treated you this mcrning." Plaintiff
claims that he was damaged another
$250 by this language, making a total of $503.60.

\1

A petition &skink for $2,000 damhas been filed by the Hopkinsville Canning company against the
Illinois Central, the Big Four and
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad
sompanies jointly. It is alleged that
on August 28, 1906, a car load of
three-pound cans was shipped to
them from Indianapolis over the
Big Four as original carrier and the
other two roads as connecting lines,
but that the shipment was delayed
and did not reach here until September 14. As a result of this they
claim to have been forced to undergo heavy expense in securing another lot of cans, that a big lot of tomatoes rotted and had to be thrown
away, that they had to handpack
another lot in order to save them
and that they were forced to shut
down the plant for five days, all of
which damaged them to the amount
prayed for.

COVERED HIS BODY

CAUSED

Itched Constantly—Scratched Until
Blood Flowed —Suffered 10 Years
—Doctors and Medicines Were
Fruitless—Tries Cuticu-a and Is
Completely Cured

Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug A:
Chem. Corp., Sole Props., Boston. Mass.
0r/flailed Free, Bookiet on the Skin and Blood.

MISS MASON TO SUS-

„
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BIG

TAIN PAINFUL INJURY.

FACTORIES

DIAMOND BRAND StipES
Fell From Her Horse :And Received a
Deep Cut On Her Head.—Condition Not Serious.

BY THREE BOXES OF
CUTICURA OINTMENT
"When I was about nine years old
small sores appeared on each of my
a
lower limbs. I scratched them with
brass pin and
shortly afterwards
both of those limbs
became so sore that
I could scarcely
walk. When I had
been suffering for
about a month the
sores began to heal,
but small scaly
eruptions appeared
where the sores had
been. From that
time onward I was
troubled by such
severe itching that,
until I became
accustomed to it, I would scratch the
sores until the blood began to flow.
This would stop the itching for a few
days; but scaly places would appear
again and the itching would accompany
them. • After I suffered about ten years
I made a renewed effort to effect a cure.
The eruptions by this time had appeared
on every part of my body except my
face and hands. The best doctor in my
native county advised me to use arsenic
in small eloses and a salve. I then used
to bathe the sores in a mixture which
gave almost intolerable pain. In addition I used other remedies,such as iodine,
sulphur, zinc salve, —'s Salve.
Ointment,and in fact I was continually giving some remedy a fair trial,
never using less than one or two boxes or
bottles. All this was fruitless. Finally
my hair began to fall out and I was rapidly
's
becoming bald. I used
but it did no good. A few months after,
having used almost everything else, I
thought I would try Cutieura Ointment,
having previously used Cuticura Soap
and being pleased with it. After using
three boxes I was completely cured,
and my hair was restored, after fourteen
years of suffering and an expenditure of
at least $50 to $60 in vainly endeavoring
to find a cure. I shall be glad to write
to any one who may be interested in
my cure. B. Hiram Mattingly, Vermillion, S. Dak., Aug. 18, 1906."

•cirAt.,

(From Friday's Daily)
Miss Lutie Mason, daughter of
Mrs. M. APIason, met with a very"
painful acciaent yesterday afternoon. Shelwasiriding horseback on
the road near her home, about five
miles south of Hopkinsville on the
Clarksville pike, when the girth of
her saddle broke and she was hurled
Her head
violently to the ground.
and a ,
stone
a
with
t
contac
came in
the
of
top
the
on
cut
as
deep gash:w
sed
witnes
was
head. Thelaccident
by friends who were driving nearby
in a buggy and they hastened to her
assistance. The blood flowed so
freely from the wound that Miss
Mason's clothes were saturated with
blood before she could - be taken
home, and reports reached the city
that she was dangerously iniured.
Prompt attention of physicians was
secured and the Wound was skillfully stitched. Miss Mason is doing
well today and no serious' .consequences from the accident are feared.
How to Cure Chilblains.
"To enjoy freedom from chilblains," writes John Kemp, East
Otisfield, Me.,"I apply Bucklen's
Arnica SalVe. Have also used it for
salt rheum with excellent results."
Guaranteed to cure fever sores,indo
lent ulcers, piles,, burns, wounds,
frost bites and all skin diseases.
Price 25c:at L. L. Elgin Anderson At
Fowler (Inc) Cook & Higgins. Drug
store. Try it.

FOR EVERYBODY
(
41
;unit.11

L) Emma
Recentlywe stated that we mad
Diamond Brand shoes in all grad s
for everybody, at all prices and for every
purpose, showing that this resulted in benefit
to the wearer because it saves all waste.
But—we make more fine shoes
than any other house in the West.
Diamond Brand shoes are sold in the
largest cities of this country. The Styles are
correct, the workmanship of the highest
grade and the leather specially selected.

spete44-shoeaDj174 0 ND

A baby boy was born to Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Cottrell last Sunday
morning. The little fellow was
weakly from his birth and died yesterday at noon. The parents have
the deep sympathy of the community in the loss of their first-born. Mr.
and Mrs. Cottrell are residents of
Hopkinsville, but are at present visiting Mrs. Cottrell's mother, Mrs.
Lucy Hubbard.—Hartferd Herald.
•

Women as Well as Men Are Made
Miserable by Kidney and
Bladder Trouble.

Supt. W. E. Gray has received
Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, from Frandfort the check for the
The Right Name.
discourages and lessens ambition; beauty,
vigor and cheeeful- teachers' fifth month salary.
r
popula
the
,
e
Mr. August Sharpe
ness soon disappear
e
overseer of the poor, at Fort Madi
when the kidneys are Chamberlain's Cough Remedy a Safe
out of order or disson, Ia., says: "Dr.King's New Life -4111117/4
Medicine For Children.
eased.
Pills are rightly named; they act
In buying a cough medicine for
Kidney trouble has
..\)1';
more agreeably, do more good and
become ao prevalent children, never be afraid to buy
make one feel better than any other
Remedy.
Cough
biliit is not uncom- Chamberlain's
that
cure
to
laxative." Guaranteed
tot's
L.
child
a
at
for
mon
25c
.
and reit,
pation
consti
from
r
dange
and
s
no
ousnes
There is
born afflicted with
. It is
L. Elgin Anderson & Fowler, (Inc)
follow
to
sure
s
weak kidneys. If the lief is alway
Cook & Higgins Drugstore.
ed especially for coughs,colds,
child urinates too often, if the urine scalds intend
Cure Blood, Skin Diseases, Cancer, the flesh, or if, when the child reaches an croup and whooping cough, and
age when it should be able to control the there is no better medicine in the
Greatest Blood Purifier Free.
passage, it is yet afflicted with bed-wetfor these diseases. It is not
If your blood is impure, thin, dis- ting, depend upon it, the cause of the diffi- world
only a certain cure for croup, but,.
easd, hot or full of humors. If you culty is kidney trouble, and the first
of
when given as soon as the croupy
ent
towards the treatm
have blood poison, cancer, carbun- step should be
will prevent the atthese important organs. This unpleasant cough appears,
cles, eating sores, scrofula, eczema, troubleas due to a diseased condition of tack. Whooping cough is not dany is given as
itching, risings and latimps, scabby, the kidneys and bliidder and not to a gerous when this remedno
opium or
ns
contai
It
ed.
direct
pimply skin, bone pains, catarrh, habit as most people suppose.
may be
and
drugs,
ul
harmf
miserother
made
are
men
as
we'll
Women as
as to
a
baby
rh'eumatism, or any blood or skin
to
ently
confid
as
,
able with kidney Slid bladder trouble given
disease, take Botanic Blood Balm and both need, the !same great remedy. an adult. For sale by Andersonthe leading
(B. B. B,). oon all sores heal The mild dnd the 1 immediate effect of Fowler Drug Co.(Inc.)
St. HopMain
and
9th
tore
sold
DrugS
is
It
d.
realize
aches and pains stop and the blood Swamp-Root is soon
Ky.
kinsville
druggists, in fiftyis made pure sind rich. Druggist or by
•••••-dollar
one
and
cent
by express $1! per large bottle 3 size bottles. You may
When the cold winds dry and
bottles for $2.50 or 6 bottles for $5.00. have a sample 'bottle
crack the skin a box of salve can
ot.
Sample.free by writting Blood Balm by mail free. also a Home of Swamp-ito
much discomfort. In buying
telling ail about Swamp-Root, save
et
pamphl
especi
is
B.
B.
B.
Ga.
a,
Atlant
name on the box
Co.,
including many of the thousands of testi- salve look for the
eatdeep-s
c,
chroni
for
d
advise
ally
monial -letters received from sufferers to find any imitations and be sure
else
all
after
cures
it
ed cases, as
cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer & Co., you get the original DeWitt's Witch
fails.
Binghainton, N.'V., be sure and mention Hazel Salve. Sold by R. C. liarpaper. Don't make any' mistake. wick.
this
CO RAE
C.,
but remember the name, Swamp-Root,
The Kind You Have Always Bought Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the ad- `4.otIof eytu
tpsi
Bears the
Y., on every
N.
mton,
`s
Bingha
dress,
e
s
flignatuz
J NI lhatt
.
Mama
bottle.
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teeth which seem beyond repair can
be made serviceable. An examination costs nothing. Come in and
have one made. We can then tell
what can be done with your teeth.

.
e
4111
5
1)
BRA,

Louisville
Oental Parlors,

cs14

Next to Court House. Hopkinsville,
Ky. Home ?hone 1214.

d C0111bEra1118110n Oiler
OOPkly
Grilliucky
New
Wee

Kent
for One Year and

ALL FOR

H OF SEEDS"—I—%
$120WORT
ges of Your Own Selection
Packa

To every one sending in the above amount for a yea. - subscription
forward to them by mail, prepaid, an assortment of

to our paper (our

regular price), we

20 full Size Packets al Veielable r liner Seeds
THIS OFFER
IS FOR A UMITEO
TIME ONLY!

of your own selection. The seeds are put up in handsome lithographed bags, packed by an old reliable seed house, and are guaran•
teed to be of the finest quality.
Kale, Smooth or Spring
Green Scotch
Siberian or Winter
Kohlrabi, White Vienna
Leek, American Flag
Lettuce, Immensity
Denver Market
Big Boston
California Cream
Ey. Curled Simpson
Prize Head
Musk Melon% Rocky Ford
Netted (rem
• Improved Cantaloupe
Banquet
ld Gem
asage
eerO
Emerald
Green Citron
'
Cosmopolitan
Water Melen. Dark Icing
Light Icing
Iceberg
Mountain Sweet
beaknieQyueen
Kuie
C
Sweet

CROFTON,Ky., Jan. 25.—Wilson
Canaler, aged sixty-five years, died
yesterday morning at the home of
his daughter, Mrs. Adams, near this
place. The funeral will take place
today.

Money For Teachers.

Dentistry

1AMOND BRAND, :51lots

Wilson Cansler Dead.

"They like the taste as well as tNple sugar" is what one mother wrote
of Kennedy Laxative Cough Syrup.
This modern cough syrup is absolutely free from any opiate or
cotic. Contains Honey Tar. Conforms to the National Pure Food
and Drug Law. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.

are made as one. By skillful work
we fit the gold to what remaina of
the tooth in a manner which is absolutely perfect. It restores the tooth
to usefulness. Preserves it for years.
By our new and improved system
of

WE AWE MORT ic:Wf 2.'"C'ES THAN ANY OTHER HOUSE IN ThE WEST

ANIS WO. en.

Death of an Infant.

ne Tooth And The
Crown

Kolbs Gem
Blue
m
eart
Ge
Sweeth

1
VEGETABLE SEEDS.

Triumph
Dixie
Georgia Rattlesnake
Florida Favorite
ote rd
Bradfo
Monte Cristo

isparagus, Con. Colossal
Columbian White
Beet, Early Egyptian

Eclipse

Edmands B. Turnip
Early Blood Turnip
Columbian
Detroit Dark Red
II•ong Smooth Blood
liend. Half Long
Mange', White Sugar
Golden Tankard
Long Red Mammoth
Brussels Sprouts, Dwarf
Cabbage, Early Spring
Early Summer
Jersey Wakefield
Charleston Wakefield
Surehead
Succession
ons
ASeas
ccessit
Ey. Flat Dutch
Autumn.KIng
Large Late Drumhead
Premium Flat Dutch
American Savoy
Carrot, Guerande
Half Lang Danvers
Long Orange
Cauliflower, Snowball
Autumn Giant
Celery, White Plume
Golden Self Blanching
Pink Plume
Giant Pascal
Collards, True Georgia
Blue Stem
Corn Salad
Cress, Curled
Cucumber, Cumberland
Early White Spine
Improved Long Green
Early Short Green
Bosten Pickling
Green Proliflc
Eger Plant, Improved Purple
Endive. Ore -n curled

Wti it e

51.00 Worth of
Guaranteed Seed Abso
lately Free.

Seminole
Mumtva,rhei,teBlack or

•

Brown
e

Southern Curled
Okra, White Velvet
Onion, Red Wethers
Red Globe
Yellow Danvers
Yellow Globe
White Portugal
White Globe
Parsley, Double Curled
Parsnip, Hollow Crown
Pepper, Ruby King
Bull Nose
Loris Red Cayenne
Pumpkin, Large Cheese
Virginia Mammoth
Mammoth Tours
Small ugar
Connecticut Field
Radish, Early scarlet Turnip
Rosy Gem
French Breakfast
Early
Ladyr
Longa

anrget Turnip
White

Chinese Rose Winter
Yellow Summer Turnip
Rhubarb. Victoria
Salwify, Mam Sandwich Island
Spinach. Virotlay
Bloomsdale Savoy
Long Standing
Squash, Golden Custard
Yellow Bush
White Bush
Earliest White Scallop
Summer •Crookneck
ed Hubbard
Fax
Improv
Tomato, Spark's Earliana
Matchless

CHECK AND
SEND IN YOUR NIDER
AT ONCE I

New Stone
Acme
Perfection
Favorite
Beauty
Trophy
Royal Red
Dwarf Champion
Imperial
Fordhook First
Turnip, Snowball
White Egg
White Norfolk
Purple Tap Globe
P. T. Strap Leaf
Ey. White Flat DatC11
Cow Horn
Yellow Aberdeen
Golden Ball
Orange Jelly
Seven Top
Ruta Basest, Skirvings
Improved American P. T.
Laings Improved

FLO WEI? SEEDS.
Ageratum, Painters' Brush
Alyssum Sweet
Amaranthus, Mixed
Asters, Victoria Mixed
Best varieties mixed
Balsam, Double Mixed
Camelia Flowered Mixed
Caenlia (Tassel Flower)
Calendula (Pot Marigold)
Calliopsia, Best Mixed
Cantlytuft, all colors mixed
Canterbury Bell, mixed colors
Carnation, Marguerite Mixed
Celoxist (Cockscomb)
Chrysanthemum, Tricolor
Clarkin, Red and White mixed
Columbine (Aciiillegia)
Corn Flower, Mixed
Cosmos, Largest tiowertng
Forget-Me-Not (Myosotls)
Four O'Clock*, Mixed
Gills, Mixed coliSrs
Godetin (Satin Flower)
Lantana, Fine mixed
Love in a Mist (Nigella)
Lupins, Mixed annuals
Marigold. Double mixed
Mignonette, Large flowering
Morning Glory: Tall mixed
Imperial Japanese
Nasturtium, 'Tall mixed
Dwarf Mixed
Netnophile. Mixed
Pansy, Choicest mixed
Petunia. Finest mixed
Phlox Drummond', Mixed
Pinks, China Pinks mixed
Japanese Pinks Mixed
Poppy, Double mixed
Fortuities', Single mixed
Illeinua (Castor Beans)
Rocket, All colors mixed
Sunflower. Cal. Mammoth
Sweet Peas, Pure White
Eckford's Finest Mixed
Sweet Sultan, Mixed
Sweet William, mixed
Virginia Stock. Mixed colors
Wallflower, Sweet scented
Zinnias. Double mixed

after filling in
Chao( the varieties wanted in the columns above and forward to us
.he blank below.
20
You can select the 20 packets any way you choose,for Instance, you may havelong
so
way
any
.
varieties
20
of
each
4
1
of
or
,
6
each
or
1
varieties
packets of variety,
as you get 20; and be sure to write your name and address very plainly.

All the Bast Varieties
Will be Found Listed
Above.

for which please enter my subDearSir: E.54osedfind ,f
scription to yosepaperfor oneyearfrom date, and send me by mail
prepaid, theressortment of Garden Seeds checked above.
N47fE
41.1 POSTOFFICE
Ruryl Route No.

STATE
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Every mother foals a
great dread of the pale
and danger attendant upoa
the most critical period
M!
of her life. Becoming
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but' the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of micry.
TO REPLACE THOSE IN USE HERE Mother's Friend is
the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain,and danger of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
FOR YEARS. "
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions
Improvement On Old Ones Is Prom- overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event,
serious accidents so common to the critical
ised.—Incandescent Service To
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Be Made Better.
is worth its weight in gold,"
says many who have used it. $1.00 per
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to
(I4'rom Tuesday's Daily)
PIT
-WIELD REGULATOR 00.. Atlanta. Oa.
The employes of the City Light

WANT LOWER RATES'NEW STREET LIGHTS
41#11 OF POWDER EXPLODES
AND WRECKS A GROCERY STORE'
OF TRANSPORTATION ON KEN-

t

TUCKY RAILROADS
CARELESSNESS OF

,AUSED BY
BUILDING

WRECKED
FIRE

A

ONE

AND

DEPARTMENT

CIGARET FE

SMOKEK.-

WAS INJURED.
tit
CALLED

MAN

Hopkins County Democrats Lay Down
Platform For Their Candidate

The grocery Of Jim Buckner, on East First street, just at the yity
was considerably damaged and set on fire by the explosion of a can of
21.)oxyder into which some lounger in the store had carelessly dro ped7 the
hot lathes from a cigarette. The can, said to have been nearly half full of
powder, was standing on the floor. Into this the hot ashes Sell incI im•mediately the explosion took place and a big portion of the roof ent skyward. A colored man named.Harris was painfully burned by the explo:
4
sion, but his wOunds are not considered serions. No one else was hurt
but there was immediately a wild scramble for the doors. The fire department was called out and put out the fire but the gracery. together with its
centPitts. was.wrecked.
•

•

•

PHYSICIAN IS SUED AGAIN ARE ACTIVE
-4r.FOR

DAMAGES TO THE AMOUNT NIGHT RIDERS VISIT FARMS IN
OF $1,500
TRIGG COUNTY

Crofton Man Says Malpractice Was Tobacco Thrown Into Pond and Snow
Responsible For Loss Of
And Threats Are Made of FurUse iifArm.

ther Depredations.

A suit charging Dr. Eugene Croft,
of Crofton, with malpractice and
praying for $1,500 damages, was filed
yesterday afternoon by C. H. Bnsh
and Southall & Son as attorneys for
J. W. Morris, of the Crofton vicinity.
In the petition it is alleged that
during the latter part of November
or early in December the plaintiff
severely cut his wrist while killing
hogs. He sent for Dr. Croft, but he
chitrges that the physician merely
washed the wound and sewed it up
without taking any means of reuniting the leaders which he insisted
were severed, and then afterward
eated the wound in such a neglimt and unskillful manner that the
and and arm were permanently
isabled.

Night raiders have visited the
barns-of several farmers in Trigg
county. L. A. Miller, a number • of
the association, had sold a crop
under the 'Cadiz agreement."
Several hundred pounds of this tebacco was thrown out in the snow
and more scattered about in the
barn. A man named
Pinkerton, near Cadiz, and another
Cerulean
named Hawkins, on
Springs road, and several othets
were given similar hostile visits.
A part of'Hawkins' tobacco was
thrown 1n a pond and destroyed.
Threatening notes were left warning
the parties to put their crops in association at once.
L. A. Miller was here to secure a
release from a sale contract with the
Imperial Tobacco Company as a result of threats made. •

--.4.1••••
Vt. X Jam
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The Kid You Have Alnys Bought
CERULEAN NOTES. ,
On last Thursday night sony one
took about 1000 lbs of tobacco be,
longing to Hawkins Bros. andahrew
it into a pond. They live on R. L.
Lander's farm about 2 miles from
Cerulean on the Hopkinsville road.,
Noi one knossis' any motive of the
offender. This tobacco had been sold
by sample we understood to some
firm in Hopkinsville. This crop for
1907 is pledged to the Dark Tobocco
Growers Association. They took it
out of the pond and have been firing it two days without drying it.
In the same barn there was a crop
not pledged to the association,

1,4426(

•

An Important
legining for 1907
The Pacific Wireless Telegraph
Company's system through a
terrific storm of wind and snow
and high seas, again demonstrates its reliability and earns
VICTORIA CROSS by prompt
and intelligent transmission of
an appeal or assistance, which
was galla tly rendered, and
thereby saved the lives of 30
people from certain destruction
and a watery grave.
Pacific Wireless stations at
Fort Casey,Port Townsend and
Victoria, B. C., are jointly receiving the honors for their notable achievement.
• It is such events that make
the extension of the Pacific,
Wireless really worth while.
for, outside of i s commercial
advantages, the inter-communiCation of human thought over
space, irrespective of Weather
conditions, marks a long step
in the ,'evolutiun of man,"
whose highest attainment must
ever be the saving of human
lives.
For testimonials of Railroads
Bank and Government officials,
and application for stock call on
ur local representative

The roads are so bad now that
about all traveling salesman ..have
abonded driving.

Walter F. Garnett
& Co.,

Cdok 86 Higgins.

irrircw-m-rew

Just Received
a Lot of

Long
Black
Kid
Gloves
T. M. JONES,

Main St.

HopKinsville,

Kr

aaaaavyezaKKEAKwaihaati

b.nsvi11 1
Bank of HopRine

r

'APITAL
SURPLUS..

We Extend a Cordial invitation to the Public to
Call and Inspect Our' New Quaeters,
Corner Seventh and Main
Our equipment is thorough, modern and efficient.
Our faithful and untiring service is at the command of every cus.
tomer.
We furnish our customers safety deposit boxes for valuables.
We pay 3 per cent interest on time
me certificates of deposit.

J.
E.
MPherson,
c
ashler.
Pres.
L. McPherson, Asst. Cashier. _ 1

C. Cant,
H.

cashier.

•••••••■•111..1011•••••••••••••••• ••••=1=••••••.

Soma"

SAFELY ON HAND

ON RURAL ROUTES

FOURTH TRIAL

!ki;.' .1;km...AJLai
toingrar.
iniumaampv•

A piece of paper that every wise
man should strive after with the
least delay—Why? Because it safely blankets his house in case of fire
and gives him a cash value for all
destroyed. Add to this ease of mind
morn, noon asid night. Show us a
better investment for the small sum
charged on a policy for Fire Insurance and we will makethe discoverer a present of a block of houses likethe hne in the sketch. If not insured here's an offer of prompt service.

BEN S. vvINFREE,
Fire and Life Insurance,
Office with Winfree & Knight
V./

Mr. L. Yonts has been confined to
his bed since Monday but is Some
better today.

Of Caleb Powers May be Postponed
Miss Eleanor Townes Hill is visitWhen Called.
ing Mrs. A. L. Comstock in Princeton, Ky.
LEXINGTON, Ky., Jan. 2S—The
Real Estate Deeds.
fourth'trial of Caleb Powers, charged with the assassination of Gov.
Mary B. and M. N. Miller have
William Goebel, in 1906, which is
scheduled to begin -at Georgetown, sold their place on East Ninth street
Scott county, on February 5, proba- just past South Kentucky College,
bly will be continued, as no sub- to Chas. F. Johnson, the considerapoenas have been issued for wit- tion being $1,200.
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Gaither have
nesses and no preparation made by
either side. It is believed a special sold their place which they recently
term will be called in the summer. secured from N. A.. Barnett, on
Powers was convicted three times, East Ninth street, to Wallace H.
Brumfield. The price paid was $2.securing a new trial each time.
800.
Charles E. Baker and wife have
sold to E. R. Tandy two tracks of
Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,
land known as the "Boone land" in
ear, nose and throat. Test made
South Christian, aggregating 192
free of chartre for glasses. Phacres, for. $8,5(X). immediate possSt.,Hopkinsville.
bldg.
nix bldg.Mam
ession is given in all these deals.
0444+4+•-•-•••-•-•-**4-44-04-4+++**e
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(Incorporated)
$100,000.00
. 35,000.00

I have bought the Livery, Feed and Board stable of Evitts tic Courtney, ontNorth:Main Street, and would be glad'to have my old friends and ,
customers call on me. I am going to do a General Livery Business, keep
none but the best help and will board horses, furnish the very best rigs
and guarantee satisfaction in ever' way. I am the, oldest man in the
business in the city:and ain not afraid to make the assertion that I will
please all.

11

r
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Mrs. Mary Bronaugh and Miss
partment has wever contemplated
the adoption of a mechanical device Bronaugh
have returned from
for the delivery of mail, nor will French Lick Springs.
FOR HAVING ACTED AS CAD IN tests be given any such device, as
James Y: Cabaniss, of Evansville,
the idea is impracticable.
DAVIS INCIDENT is in the city to attend the Traveling
Men's banquet.

1

i

PERSONAL NOTES.
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Livery Change!

• LONDON, .14.:ng., Jan. 29.—Gov.
;
' Swettenham has withdrawn his let7
I ter to Admiral Davis and expresses
;! regret over the incident at 'KingsI ton, when he requested the. U. S
of our
C blue jackets to leave the stricken
:
city. The incident is:closed as far
C as England is concerned.
There was an earthquake yester1
day at Kingston, the ;heaviest since
the one which on January 14 destroyed the city.
1
Acting upon instructions from the
Government,Capt.John
I Washington
S. Battle, of the Eleventh Infantry,
V arrived there , yesterday on board
which preserves the skin
the steanaer Oteri from Santiago
N., froM this changeable weather
with more than a hundred army
Clov.
tents from Guantanaino.
Swettenham, who refuaed.Rear Admiral Davis' offer of the same tents
a few days after the earthquake and
fire, has now accepted' the loan of
•-.0 4
i them.

"Rose
Glycerine
Lotion"

company are busy to-day putting in
new street lights, replacing the old
open arc lights which have done duty for so many years. It is expected that the cork of making the
changes will be completed todiy and
that the new lights will be turnieil on
tonigh!
:
The ew lights are known as the
Thornsdt3n enclosed arc light and are
nery ifferent in appearance. from
tne old one. The light is enclosed
now in a long slender globe which is
surmounted by a heavy tin shades
This globe is supported entirely
from the top, there being no metal
or other fixtures at the bottom to
cast a shadow as was the case with
the old ones. It is claimed that the
new lilts will bea great improvement o er the old ones for although
they will not require as strong a current they burn ,more steadily and
without the flickering noticeable in
so many arc lights.
The new dynamo and other machinery which is to supply the current for the arc lights are about in
position and it is expected that these
will furnish the current tonight.
This machinery is all brand new and
of the latest and most approved type
and in conjunction with the lights
which are being installed today, is
expected to give the city better
street lights than it has ever had.
No further trouble ifi expected to
bother the arcs after they are turnWhen a horse' picks up a nail in ed on tonight.
New machinery has also been orhis foot. what does the driver do?
tagging
dered to supply the current for the
Does lie whip the limping,
animal and force him along? Not incandescent lights, but on account
unless he wants to ruin the horse. At of the rush in the factory this will
the first sign of lameness he jumps not be received for some time . yet.
down, examines'the foot and care- It is possible that when the new dyfully removes the cause of the lame- namo for the arc lights becomes
ness. What is called "weak stom- 'thoroughly adjusted and,is wdrking
ach" is like the lameness of the satisfactorily in every respect, that
the incandescents will be switched
horse, only to be cured by removing on to it and it made to carry the
the cause of the trouble. If you double load until the new outfit for
stimulate the stomach with "whisky the latter is received and installed.
medicines" you keep it going, but
every day the condition, is growing
worse. A. few doses sometimes of
Dr. Pierce'S Golden Medical Dis(From Tuesday's Daily)
covery will put the disordered stom•
Attie
D.. ltiRans, of Norris City,
ach and'its allied organs of. cagesis
in
the
city visiting his mother,
tion and nutrition in perfect condiMrs.
Sarah
Means, after an absence
tion. Ninety-eight times in every
of
ten years.
hundred "Golden Medical Discov1
worst
ailments
the
ery" will cure
Mrs. Willie Goldthwaiteland Miss
originating in diseases of the stom- Mary Goldthwaite will leave tomorach. It always helps. It almost al- row for Annap lis to attend the
most always cures. To cure con- graduation of adet Faulkner
stipation use Dr. Pierce'S Pleasant Goldth waite.
Pellets. They're sure.
Mr. and Mrs. Max J. Lowenthal
left last week for Washington. and
New York on a six week's stay.'

Mothers

swETTENHAm SORB),1

4•11-011...631.-4.C.411-•

Call and Get
t a Sample

The Democratic committee of
Hopkins codnty has met and called
a primary to be held on May 13, to
nominate a candidate for representative. At the meeting the following
resolutions were adopted:
First—Pledge to voters of Hopkins county that said nominee, if
elected, will vote and work to force
railroad companies of Kentucky to
only charge two cents per mile for
riding on passenger trains M Kentucky.'
Second -Pledge said nominee, if
elected, to vote for and use all hon
orable means to have laws passed to
prevent *railroad companies from
discriminating against small shippers.
Thir.i —We further pledge said
nominee, if elected, to vote for and
try to have laws passed forcing railroad companies in Kentucky to accept and handle all ffeight offered
them without delay.
Fourth—We wish to express our
appreciation of the services rendered the people in Kentucky by the
Hon. 0. C.. McChord, chairman of
the board of railroad commissioners, for trying to have the laws enforced in the interest of all shippers,
regardless of whether they are large
or atnall, when the railroad companies fail to comply with the.law, and
we hope the good Democrats of Mr.
McChord's district will see proper
to endorse and nominate him for re•
election.

Friend. "It

Miss Pat Flack will go tomorrow
to Clarksville, Tenn., to visit friends
A daughter was born to the wife -Department Will Use No Mechanical and relatives.
of Mr. Fate Graham last Thursday.
Dr. T. W.Blakey and sonA ChurchUeyice for Mail Delivery.
Mr. Graham recently moved here
ell,
left yesterday for New Jersey
a
running
from Hopkinsville and is
where
the latter will enter a preparblacksmith shop.
As a result of recent reports that
atory school tot Princeton college.
Qpite a lot of people are losing the postoffice department. contemMr. C.-0. Prowse and little son
meat in thiS section that was put up plates the adoption of a mechanical
have
returned from a visit to relaf
,
mail
on
the
delivery
oc
device
for
in December.
rural roufes, the department has re- tives in Nashville.
Mr. lilitibern Ladd is back at ceived numerous requests for tests
(Pfau; Monday's Daily)
Cerulean after spending about three of devices, inc.uding schemes for
weeks with his sister Mrs. Oscar distribution by trolley wire, with a
Mr. P. II. Parker spent yesterday
Goodwin of Herrin, Ill.
view to adoption in lieu of the pres- in Nashville.
• ,iit method. Fourth Assistant PostMrs. J. C. Hoee, wife of the L. &
master General DeGraw. who h as
drey N. agent, is seriously ill.
entrtsia
ra
yls dtehleive
fetiin
onaosvte
atrethe
s
ju
erivsidee

Irlopkinsville, Kentucky.

4
.4

For Representative.

are
and the.

C. H. Slierritt,

North Main Street.

•

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
United States Depositary.
OF HOPKINSLLE,
VI
KY.

••••■•

411MMIONININI

The Only National Bank in the City
Asset s,'S425.000.00
solicitg accounts ot in.lividuals and corporations desiring a
safe place of dtpusit or accommodations on approved security.
Ttiree per cent. interest paid on Time'Certificates of Deposit.
Safety Deposit Boxes forcustoivers.

Thos. W.Long, Cashier
Geo. C. Long, Pres.
F Jarrett, Vice Pres.
•
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ROSS ELGIN, DESPONDENT OVER
CONTINUED ILL HEALTH, ENDS
HIS LIFE WITH PISTOL SHOT

WILL SOON BE GIVEN A

CASH PRIZE CONTEST

NICE

ME NAME

LATHAM, A BULLET IN
DEAD BODY WAS FOUND IN ROOM AT HOTEL
Carriers Are Also Liberally Provided ,
IN HIS HAND.
HIS BRAIN, AND A REVOLVER STILL GRASPED
For in the New Appropria—POPULAR AND 4APABLE YOUNG CITIZEN.
tion Bill.

i
.
t
.
came near dyg about five years
(From Monday's Daily)
ago, and he had worked himself up
Ross E. Elgin committed suicide to a highly wronght nervous Condiin room 321 of the Hotel Latham tion over the prospect. Last night
this morning between 6:30 and 7 he went to awl, hotel and was aso'clock by shooting himself through signed to room rt12.1. He went up to
more was
the right teinyle with a 38 calibre It at once and nothing
heard from hin until his dead body
Smith & Wesson hammerless rediscovered by the bell boy. In
was
volver. Evidently the weapon had the room were evidences of his havbeen carefully ahned for the bullet ing eaten some Itruit before retiring.
crashed almost directly through the , '
Left No Message. .
passing
brain,
: No letter or message could be
temple and into the
right
the
of
back
• found and the .suicide is attributed
in its course.just
cy over Ids ill health.
eye which was almost entirely des- to desponden
Mr. Elgin watt 'thirty-five years of
troyed. Death must have been inage and unmarried. His aged parstantaneous for the body showed no ents, Mr. and gra. F. W.. Elgin, reindication of even the . convulsive side about seven miles from town on
Contracting of the muscles. The the Fairview pike as does his brothright hand, still tightly gripping the er, Jesse Elgin. W.S. Elgin, another
pistol, fell in a natural position just brother, is inanager of the Nortonacross the dead man's chest. and if yule Coal company at Nortonville,
the horrible wound and the clotted 'and ,Mrs. Walter Shaw, of this city,
blood had not been visible, to have is his sister. Messrs. George, Louis
looked at him one would have and Edgar Elgin, of this city, and
thought him asleep.
i Rev. Virgll Elgin, of Marion, are
i
Discovered.
Body
cousins. Mr. Elgin was a popular
a
and
capable yoong business man and
by
heard
was
The fatal shot
I
to
was
connected 1%-itli the Elgin Cigar
next
roomed
traveling man who
Company.
specAdm, but he did not attach any
An inquest was held this morning
ial significance to the report and did
not investigatk or say anything a d a`verdict of suicide,was returnabout it. Shortly after 7 o'clock ed. This afternoon the remains
Capt.(Whitlow, the proprietor of the were taken to the residence of Walhotel, who occupies room 221, rang ter ShaN,v, on SouthiVirginia street,
for some ice water. The bell boy by representatives of the Elks lodge
made a mistake and went to 321, of which the deceased was a memMr. Elgin's room, and he was the ber. A simple funeral service will
be held at Mr. Shaw's tomorrow affirst to discover the body.
at two o'clock, conducted
for
ternoon
given
is
The only cause which
H. !D. Smith. _ The inthe
Rev.
by
sevthe rash act is ill health. For
eral days Mr. Elgin had been threat- terment will be in [Hopewell cemeened with the return of a complica- tery with rites oif the Benevolent and
,
Order of Elks.
ted bowel disease from which he,Protective
I

14. e101
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POSTOFFICE, CLERKS
INCREASE

•

'PERati

.1%'111:•• Zoltiat

WASHINGTON, Jan. 26.—Postoffice clerks will be liberally dealt
with in the. new appropriation bill,
which will be rePorted from the
postoffiee committee within a few
days. Clerks in the Irst and second
clasp postoffit•es in towns containing
less than 25.000 population, will be
advanei,(1 accord lug to elassitication,
from $600 to.$900 a year. Those in
towns of froin 25,000 to 75.000 Population will be advanced according ti.
classification, from $600 to $1,200
each. Railway mail clerks, who
have had to bear not •Noly the burden of the additional coat of liv jug.
but the risk oftaccident, will receive
$100 more in each grade after a
year's service.
Carriers are also liberally proVided for. Those of. cities of lcss than
25.000 will be advanced,according to
classification from $600 to $900; those
in cities with a population between
25,000 and 75,000 from $600 to' $1,000.
The increases will entail an expenditure of the part of the government
of $5,000,000. It. is also believed that
before the bill is reported it will carry an incense for rural free delivery carriers.

COOL PARTNERSHIP

•

Stands for all that is best in business education. We want you to know not only our name but our
Schoel. Should like to show you our study halls filled with intelligent young men and women, all of
whom are preparing themselves for business employment. This is where business men come for their
Boo!. -keepers, Clerks and Stenographers. They find them to be well prepared for the duties of business
life.
Many have secured good positions after completing their course in this school. This has helped to
make our schoolopopular in Southern Kentucky and is why you hear our school mentioned sofrequently.
Now we want you to talk about our school and to assist you in remembering that Lockyear's College is the largest institution of its kind in this section of the country, is the purpose of this contest; In
•
order to make'this interest you, we are offering Three Cash Prizes. Read this bit of
•

11ow many words can you make from the letters composing the word LOCKYEAlt'S? The one
sending in the greatest number of words by FEB. 10th will receive $3, and the two sending in the next
highest number will be given $1 each.
You may use any letter in the name as often as you like, but NO letters not in the name. For instance: The letters in the name will form ths following wordt, "looks," easy." The only condition you
will have to meet with, in order to be considered a contestant, is that you fill in the blank spaces below
with the name and address of three young persons whom you think we might secure as students this
spring.
Then sign your name in the space below and send it to us together with the list of words and we
will register your name andlthe number of words as soon as received and report to you on the above
mentioned date the names of those sending in the largest number of words.

CHICAGO, In.,

Jan. 25.—Prof.
1 HE FOLLOWING PERSONS MIGHT BE INDUCED TO ATTEND YOUR SCHOOL THIS SPRING.
Shailer Matthews, junior dean of
STATE .
POST OFFICE
NAME
the University of Chicago divinity
school, in it talk on "Divorce" to the
membersof the adults‘ bible class
of the Kenwood Evangelical church
yesterday, declared divorce is too
common and the lack of true love
the cause.
"The real basis of marriage is love
and love means that the one should I
sacrifice for the other," he said.
SE\T BY
"Marriage implies that the man and
woman enter under obligations to
each other. A great majority of our
divorces will be found to grow out of
Arms
With
Unknown
Entwined
Pair
Pact
Out
common, everyday troubles, which
Cousins and Lovers Carry
could be prevented or healed up if
Stood in Front of Train.
To Die Together.
only the husband or the wife were
willing to make allowance for each
_
CAMDEN, N. J., Jan. '..Z.—With other and to sacrifice.
NEW YORK, Jan. 28.—Sarrah
be sac.;
Kling, aged 18, of Orchard street, arms entwined, an unknown young "If there is love there will
ility of temper
WAS shot and instantly killed by her man and young woman stood on the rifice. Incompatib
by love and by
overconie
be
can
the
of
p•ackti
ia
Electric
Pennsylvan
.cousin, Meyer Schwartz, aged 17, at
for each
allowances
make
to
'learning
road,
over
Newton
Creek,
Sunday,
his home, at 105' Broom street.
I
faults.
other's
Schwartz then shot and killed him- and calmly waited until an electric
• "The attitnale of the people at
self. It is believed the boy and girl train ran them down.
Both were killed, and their bodies present 'wiles for an increase in dientered into a pact to die together
F NATIONAL
to believe that Erii I RUSTEES 0
because their parents objected' to were hurled into the water. The vorces.. People begin
is all
FRATERNAL UNION.
their fondness for each other. Three body of the young woman, who was because others divorce that it
Pure
at
blow
a
is
this
But
right.
twenty-fl
vie
years
the
about
old,
was renotes were found, all signed by
..-boy. One read as follows:
coverd and brought to the'morgue family life.
"My father did not allow me to go here.
"In this materialistic age someto her. Tier mother did not want
The body of the nisi) has not been how or other we are carrying over For Failure to Deliver Tents, Canvas.
her to go to me, and therefore we
•
recovered.
the idea that marriage can be made
both go together."
Established Banking Business
Fence, etc., In Time For
4111111111111mer
with Ample Facilities and All
a partnership. We leave out cf con• :
The Carnival.
Modern
Equipment.
is
it
which
upon
love,
sideration
two
being
there
of
founded. Instead
•
MANAGES ESTATES and acts as
joined together for life, marriage is
EXECUTOR,
getting to be regarded as a sort of
ADMINISTRATOR,
been!
has
damages
$1,000
for
Suit
GUARDIAN,
comradeship more or less loose to
Cay-'
1
B.
.
0
filed by W. A. Cantrell,
TRUSTEE.
be terminated when one or the other
ce, C. A. Itraekrogge and H. W.
AGENT, etc.
it.
tires
of
of the parties
as trustees of Cfouncil NG. 8,
Tibbs
"Instead of the sacred ideal of
.National Fraternal Union, against L\
Loans and Inves ments
DROPS
marriage and family life given us by
the Louisvillt & Nashville railroad
For Infants and Children
.
Made.
the bible, we have marriage regard-41•111
company. •
ed as a sort of picnic, in which two
Tne suit is the outcome of the failValuables taken care of for cuspersons get together as long as titey
ure to deliver a lot of tents. poles
tomers.
Private Safety Boxes in
long
as
as
or
can have a good 'time
Largest and Strongest Vault in
and a canvas fence in time to be
they are young."
Western Kentucky.
used at the carnival which was giv•
Union
Fraternal
National
the
en by
Migetable PreparationforAs_Interest Paid on Time
last fall. In the petition it is alsimilating the Food andReg ulaleged that the fault ,in this delay
Deposits
ling the Stomachs and Bowels of
was with,the Louisville & Nashville
railroad company, they having reINfANISAHliDREN
If He Will Associate Himself With ceived the shipment from the ChicaOther Skilled Contractors.
go & Alton railroad at East St, Louis
Promotes Digestion.Cheerful-on October 9 but not delivering same
ness and Rest.Contains neither
WASH I NOTON,Jan.28.--Follom - here until October 18'or three days
Opiurn,Morphine nor Mineral.
Mg a conference at the White House after the carnival pad opened.
NOT NARCOTIC.
The plaintiffs claim that by reason
It was officially sinnounced that the
contract for buildieg the Panama of this failure upon the part of tit.
Incorporated
canal would be awarded to Wm. J. defendants to deliver these tents,
Oliver, who, with Anson M. Bangs. they were forced to secure tents
was the lowest bidder in the recent and poles from Evansville und to
competition, provided that within purchase fencing from local stores
the next ten days lie associates him- and have same erected all of which
self with at least two independent cost them a considerable extra sum
constrnetorsmbose skill and experA peed Remedy for Constipa
ience, combined with his own, shall
It's 10 to 1 yeti do if you tire a v:ctiu.,
lion,Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
cover thelentire tield of the work to
Worms,Convulsions,Feverish be performed under the contract.
nralsorotze.
Don't Do It.
MSS and Loss oF SLEEP
Ii admit it will cnrHow's This For Hogs?
SiOtilure of
almost deadly after effect,
SAABRUCK, Prussia, Jan. 28.—
few
a
John R. Green, of Green's,
One hundred and fifty miners were
NEW YORK.
miles west of Hopkinsville, killed killed and scores injured in a mine
b Arsonelhs old
three hogs last week, the weight of explosion here today.
D i-1r
N I 'So
is purely' veyetatilo and aups,,intety guarautood
which aggregated-1.582 pounds The
f.,.ick headache, biliousnens,
tO CUI d
Will Wed.
largest weighed 602. the next 520 and
and all iikni:ach. kidn.e) and liver JOU: plaiLt$
the third 410.
TRY IT TO-DAY
EXACT COPY OF 1/RAPPER.
Licenses have been issued for the
All DIA
yr CO Pt X AL.
dEL
SO Cents a. Bottle.
marriage of Johnnie Messamore to
TWO 01/NTA1.114• ft PAN V.•Ire, TOM OM
Yoe
Have
Kind
Bought
The
Always
Bears th.
Miss Nora Eli, and Leo E. Price to
Signature
L. L. Elgia‘
At Anderson-Towler Co.Inc
Miss Ethel V. Bowling.
of

BY SUICIDE ROUTE YOUNG COUPLES LEAVE THE WORLD.

Addrezs, Lockyear's Business College, Inc., Hopkinsville, Ky.
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[ELAND vitis

rer
the only medkhie d through druggists
for woman's weakTieltses and peculiar ailments that does not contain large quantities of alcohol? Itis also the only medicine,
- especially prepared for the cure of the
delicate diseases peculiar to women, the
TION IF TENDERED
OU LDN I LET CH I NAM.A.N PRAC- maker of which is not afraid to take his
Most persons who are afflicted with Contagious Blood Poison hesitate to
patients into his full confidence, by, printgo to a physician for several reasons. In the first place the expense is
ing upon each bottle wrapper all the ingreTICE JIU JITSU ON HIM.
heavy, and they know that the inevitable treatment will be mercury and
dients entering into the Medicine. Ask
potash, strong minerals that act with disastrous effects on the delicate parts
your druggist if thi3 is not true.
Ayer's Cherry 1),.::coral cer'Favorite Prescription," too, is tit only
of the system, and which do not, after all, really cure the disease. What
medicine for women, all the ingredients
they want is a safe, reliable treatment that can be taken at home and a pertainly cures coughs, colds,
of Whieli have the miqualified endorsefect
cure made of this loathsome disorder without unnecessary exposure or
ment of the leading medical writers of the
Jap Thought Ce!! Was Hotel
bronchitis,consumption. And
several schools of practice, recommendexpense. Such a remedy is S. S. S.—it is the only medicine that goes dawn
them for the cure of the diseases for
Room And Wanted to Pay
it certainly strengthens weak
to the very bottom of the trouble and drives out the last trace of the poison
•
which the "Prescription" Is advised.
so
that there are never any signs of its return. It does not contain a particle
throats and we: k lungs.
Write
to
Dr.
It.
V.
Pierce.
Buffalo. N. Y.,
For Lodging.
Judge James Breathitt, of H opof mineral in any form, and after removing the disease from the circulation
for a free booklet, and read. thh numerThere can be no r-n ,
about
ous extracts from standard medical au- k iusville, who is most prominently builds up every part of the system by its fine vegetable tonic properties.
•
thorities
praising the several ingredients mentioned in connection with the
this. You know it is true. And
S. S. S. attacks the trouble at its head and
•
•
of which Dr. Pierce's Medicines tap made,
Republican
nomination
for
governor
not only permanently cures the disease for
and
don't
forget
that
no
other
medicines
your own doctor will say so.
." put up for sale through druggists for do- is in the city on busines. He was
(From 'Friday's 11)aily)
the
one afflicted, but so purifies the blood that
"My little boy had a terrible cough. I tried
mestic use can shaw any such profesxfona2 approached by many friends, who
everything I could hear of but in vain until
future
offspring is insured u:.enil•st infection.
Hermond,
Ben
cage
against
The
• endorsement. This, of itself, is of far
I tned Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. The first
•
S.
S.
S.
may be taken in the i ::-17 of your
•
more
argued
him
to
weight
and
make
night he was better, and he steadily improved
importance
than
the
race.
any
To
w'ith
taking
a
the Japanese charged
until be was perfectly well." — tdas. S. J.
amount
of
so-called
"testimonials"
so.
home
and
a perfect cure made C. i... s b iteful
of
all
them
Judge
.3rea,thitt
had
the
STEZLIC. Alton, Ill.
wittch from Jo Hong, one of the conspicuously flaunted before the public,
and
loathsome
trouble. For the 4.ssistance of
PURELY VEGETABLE
, same answer:
Chinese la,undrymen, and who was In fa,or of the alcoholic compounds.
blade by J.C. Ayer Co., Lowell. Mass.
those
who
are
curing
theinse:vcs with S. S. S.
The "Favorite Prescription" cures all
Aiso manufacturers of
"I am not seeking the nomina- we have prepiresi a special
arrested by Louis Chang, the part- woman's
book on Contagious Blood Poison which contains
peculiar
weaknesses
and
deSARSAPARILLA.
ner of Hong, was presented in the rangements,thus banishing the periodical tion."
instructions of great value to allsblood poison sufferers. We will be glad
headaches, backaches, bearieg-down disHowever, those most intimate to send a copy of this book free, and if additional instructions Cr advice
city court yesterday afternoon and tress,
HAIR VIGOR.
PILLS
tenderness and draging-down senafter hearing the testimony Judge sations in lower abdomen, accompanied with him feel certain he would not is wanted, our physicians will furnish it without char,re
Keep the bowels regular with Ayer's Brasher held the Jap over to the by weakening and disagreeable catarrhal, refuse the place.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA;
Pills and thus hasten, recovery.
pelvic drains and kindred symptoms.
county court and his trial will .be
Dr. Pierce and his staff of skilled spe- I "While lam not seeking the nons
held today. The city courtroom s was cialists may be consulted free by address- ination,* said Judge Breathitt in aning as above. All correspondence is swer to direct questions, "It is an
filled with an interested ; crowd and treated as sacredly confidential.
By conthe trial was one of the Most enter- sulting in this way the disagreeable honor no man could lightly put
and personal"examinations" !aside. I have always been ready to
taining which has taken place in a questionings
are avoided.
The People's Common Sense Medical aid my party, and if I was thought
AT THE CLOSE r)l.' BUsl e se ma THE long time.
Adviser
contains some very ifiteresting the most available man, I might
31st Day of December, 1906
, The Jap is a larger and heavier and , valuable
chapters on the diseases
ttESUUItUEs.
man than the Chinaman who cap- peculiar to women. It contains over one • consider the race, but the nominaLoans and Discounts,
128?,S58 57
.
Overdrafts. secured ...
1.2SO 00 tured him at the L. & N. depot and thousand pages. It is sent post paid, on tion would have to come to me unreceipt of sufficient in one-cent stamps to
ivenirafts, unsecured
1,250 11
brought him to the police office des- pay cost of mailing only, or 21 cents for solicited.
Due from National Banks.;17.013 66
Due from State Banks
"I admit I have received numerpite his violent strugglesi. Chang was a copy in flexible paper covers, or 31 cents
and Bankers
17.261 01
for
a
cloth-bound
copy.
Address
Dr.
By.
ous
letters from friends over the
81.177 67 asked how he !manage‘l to control Pierce as above.
Banging house and ;lit
4
17.000 00
Dr. Pierce's Pellets regulate and invig- state since my name has been menDebt lit suit
..... .
....... 1.683 61 a man who was so much larger and
Mortgages
10,000 00 stronger. He smiled knowingly and orate stomach, liver and bowels.
One tioned, and they fare very kind."—
Otner Stocks and Bonds.
a laxative, two or three cathartic.
97,815 00
Pad worth Sun.
, said that it was by Jiu Jitsu. TurnSpecie
513.236 15
Currency.
....
29,478 09
John
Feland
who
was
an
atmg
to
Exchanges for Clearings 22,031/ 43 64.748 58
Furniture and Fixtures
3,000.0U torney in the case and sitting nearOurrent expenses last
by, the Chinran said, ;"Me could
quarter
4,086 78
"It is now eleven years since I had
allee samee bring you down saanee
a narrow escape from consnmption,"
way.' The lawyer however asked
LIABILITIES.
At all Dealers
writes C. 0. Floyd, a leading busicapital Stock paid in,in()ash
$60.000 00 to be excused from posing as an exsurpius mid
ness man af Kershaw, S. C. "I had
Price 25c 50c, fs $1.00
Undivided Profits ...
,
144).
e.724 u
4,1•1 ample:
.•
run down in weight to 135 pounds,and
De1.08t Lb subject to Cheek (On
Hermond was kept; in the county
which interest la
coughing was constant, both by day
not paid
.
S246.829 111
Sent- Free
jail last night Where he was given
Time cr rtIticaten of deposit
and by night. Finally I began takBook on Horses
Sloarfs
on which Interest is pail 61,1067 98
one of the most comfortable and
ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and
Due Nat'l Banks
21,450 33
Cattle, Hogs 6 Poultry
beautifully furnished rooms in that
Duc state Banks and
, continued this for about six months,
Bankers
7A, 61 46
popular
hostelry
and
i
yesterday
Bills le•(Ii counted
: when my. cough and lung trouble
Unpaid di v„tdeads,5 per cent.
motnipg a steaming hot breakfast
Address Dr. Earl 5.Sloan
were entirely gone and I was restored to my normal weight,170 pounds,"
which evidently just suited his ap615 Albany Si: Bothon.Mass.
Thousands of persons are healed
SUPPLEMENTARY.
petite •was sent up to ham. When
Highest &mann t of indebtedness
every year. Guaranteed at L. L.
Walker Gipson, the colored turnkey
of any stockhoicik r, person, comElgin Anderson & Fowler Co.(Inc)
pany or firm in eluding in the
Went up to the Jap's cell, the celesCook & Higgins. Druggist. 50c and
Liability of the ccM any or firm
the liability of tne individunl
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
tial pulled out a handful of money
members thereof) directly or it and asked for Hs bill which he
directly if such indebtedness exceeds 20 per cent of capital stock
wanted to settle. He was very much
actually paid In, and actual
amount of surplus of the bank
None
A right interesting fight has desurprised when told that his lodging
Highest amount of I idebtedness
and bre Afast would cost him noth- veloped'during the past few days
any director or officer, if such
ing.
Indebtedness exceeds 10 per cent
over the Pembroke postmastership, Due to the Use of Hyomei.—Cures
of paid-up capital stock o bank None
Doe-['mount of indebtedness of
according to the Pembroke Journal.
Without Stomach Dosing.
any pets in, company or tir.n inPostmaster Mann is an applicant for
cluding in the liability
tne
Inquiry at the local drug stores
company or firm the liability o
reappointment and is opposed by T. shows that the sale of remedies for
the Individual members thereof,
exceed 30 per cent of paid- up capA. Miller. Both have circulated pe- catarrh has decreased very much in
ital and actual surplus?
No
titions
among the patrons of the of- the last year. Some medicines which
amount of last dividend
5 per cent soon on
fice, and have each secured numer- were formerly
Were all expenses. losses, interbought a gross at a
est and taxes deducted therefrom
Rome endorsement, the public ex- ous signers. Mr. Miller is said to time are now purchased in half dozbefore declaring dividend. and
was not less than Viper cent of net,
pression of Hopkinsville people, have the endorsement of many prom- en lots, and are rarely called for.
profits of the bank for the period
'Covered by the dividewl carrjed
should be evidence beyond dispute inent political leaders, while :Mr: There is one notable exception to
o the surplus,fund before said
for every
Hopkinsville reader. Mann also stands high with party this decrease in sale, and that is
tvidend was dk:lared?
Yes
14rAriusKJNrucity,
Surely the experience of friend and leaders. Buth, the applicants are Hyomei. This remedy, is in fact,
CouNTY or CIIMITIAN, se:
• W.T.Tandy,Cast'ler of City Bank,a uank neighbors, cheerfully given by them straight out and loyal Republicans responsible for the decrease in sale
teal and doing business at
2, N.Main
and will continue to wage an active of catarrh medicines, as it has made
.In City of Hopkindville in said county,be- twill carry more weight than the utng duly sworn, says that the
fight
until the appointment is made. so many cares of catarrhal troubles
fore- terances of strangers
residing in fargoing report Is In all respects a true
Postmaster Mann's terni will expire that naturally there is much less destatement of the conditions of the said away places. Read the following:
Let me do lour werk now. You can pay
Bank, at the close of business on the 81st
next
July.
J. 3. Cravens, blacksmith, of 320
mand for remedies for that disease.
day of D.c., 1%-i, 1.) the best of his knowfor it later. If 3ou like, we can arrange
ledge and belief; aid further says that the West 19th
St.,
People who have been trying difHopkinsville,
Ky.,
business of said Bank has been transacted
There is more Catarrh in this sec- ferent medicines for catarrh during
this for 3 ou
at the locatiog named, and not elsewhere; says: "Doan's Kidney Pills practiand that the above report 18 made In comtion
of
the
country
than
all
other
many years were induced to begin
pliance with unofficial notice received from cally gave me a new back. For
Call and see me, r want to sell 3ou some
the Secretary of State designating the 31st three or four
diseases
put
together,
and
until
the
years a kidney trouble
the use of Hyomei by L. L. Elgin's
day of Dec.. latti. as the day on which such
nice tlink hoe, furce fetd lubricators :_nd
report shall be made.
had caused me the most constant last few years was supposed to be guarantee, that the remedy would
W. T. TANDY.Cashier.
a lot of nice things that will save you
r. B.FAIRLEIGH, Dilector and severe aches and pains throrgh incurable. For a great many years cost nothing unless cured. Much to
J.0. Coos, Director.
doctors pronounced it a local disease their su rise, they found that Hymy
back
and
compelled
line
to
conmoney.
E. B. Lorro, Director.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by W. stantly complain in more than one and prescribed local remedies, and omei did what it claimed (if it did
T. Tandy, Cashier, on the 3rd day of Jan.
way. When arising in the morning constantly failing to cure with local not L. L. Elgin could not sell it unkW 7.
B ELAM:ROYALTY,
A. I-.
I felt sore and lame arid had to treatment., pronounced it incurable der this guarantee) and they soon
make a great effort to dress myself. Science has proven catarrh to be a become ardent advocates of the use
141L.NorisslLsPlre.11-v4M IL..v ire
Cs-1r
The trouble grew worse and a weak- constitutional disease and therefore of Hyomei.
V. L. Gates g item of the kidneys set in which requires constitutional treatment.
E. C. Gray
There is no disagreeable stomach
caused me a great deal of annoyance. Hail's Catarrh Cure, manufactured dosing with Hyomei; it is used by
Home Phone 1097; Climb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.
Willing to try almost anything I by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, being breathed through a neat pocka
•
purchased Doan's Kidney. Pills as Ohio, is the only constitutional cure et inhaler. The complete outfit costs
04,4160000000041104004114001100601111111104,10
soon as I saw them advertised lac- on the market. It is taken intern- but one dollar, extra bottles, if needslip and got a box, at L. A. Johnson ally in doses from 10 drops';to a ed, fifty cents.
& Cb's drug store. They brought teaspoonful. It acts directly on the
With every Hyomei outfit L. L.
me a great _deal of benefit. My back blood apd mucous surfaces of the Elgin gives his personal guarantee
Is well and strong now and the system. They offer one hundred that the money will be refunded untrouble with the kidney secretions dollars for any case it fails to cure.
is much relieved. I have a great Send for circulars and testimonials. less the treatment cures, so that you
72
7
run no risk at all in buying this redeal of faith in Doan's Kidney Pills. Address:
For sale by all dealers. Price 50c.
liable
remedy.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,0.
Foster-Milburn
Co.,
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
an 15 25, feb 5
Sold by druggists, 75c.
and other persons who are interested in
Proprietors
Take Hail's Family Pills for console agents for the United States.
Remembel the name — Doan's -s- stipation.
FROM
ANTILLES.
and take no other.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy BeneNearly every person who is subfits a City Councilman at
LIVERY, FEE0 and BOARDING C
ject to attacks from the stomach sufNVould do well to examine the fire-tested companies
Kingston, Jamaica.
fers from a morbid dread of a dietour office. Not one of our Giants went down in the
in
Mr. W. O'Reilly Fogarty, who is a
etic treatment for relief, that is
San Francisco fir e.
From Friday's Daily)
three-fourths starvation, and one- member of the city council at Kings •
Mrs. L. Nash and daughter, Miss fourth toast and-milk. On the other ton, Jamaica, West Indies, writes as
Edna, have returned from Louis- hand you can eat as you please and follows: "One bottle of Chamberdigest the food by the aid of a good
ville where they attended the bed- digestant,
Horses Bought and Sold.
thus giving the tired stom- lain's Cough Remedy had good efEast Ninth Street
side of Mrs. Nashs' mother, who is ach equally as much rest., Eat what fect on a cough that was giving me
Phones, Cumh.145, Home 1107
much better.
you please and take a little Kodol trouble and I think I should have
Dr. J. B. Jackson, wife and min For Indigestion after your meals. It been more quickly relieved if I had
have gone!'to Florida for a ten days' digests what you eat. Sold R. C. continued the remedy. That it was
beneficial and quick in relieving me
Hardwick.
stay.
there is no doubt and it is in:r inTHE
Messrs. Walter A. Radford and '1'.
tention to obtain another bottle."
D. Jameson are spending a few
AND CURE THE LUNCS
For sale by Anderson Fowler Drug
"Giviing an Invenweeks in Florida.
Co.(Inc) the leading Drug Store, 9th
tory,""Let Her Go To
"I want to give some valuable ad- andMain. St., Hopkinsville Ky.
Misses
Kate
Harrison
and
Mary
Blazes"
II
vice to those who suffer with lame
Carr, of Bethel college, and Susie
chuckles the man ;whose policy for
Food don't digest? Because the
back and kidney trouble," says J
Boyd, of Cadiz, returned yesterday
fire insurance reaches his laind just
R. Blankenship, of Beck, Tenn. "I stomach lacks some one of the esheft- re leaving for business. By 'her'
from Nashville where they heard
sential digestants or the digestive
have proved to an absolute certainty juices are
he means his premises, now safe
not properly balanced.
CONSUSIPT!fin
Price
Mme. N ordica sing Wednesday
Bitters
will
Electric
positively
that
from
disaster by the payment of a
food
Then,
too,
undigested
it
is
this
50c & $1.00
night.
cure this distressing condition. The that causes sournesssand painful inMall annual premium written by
Free Trial.
me great relief and digestion. Kodol For Indigestion
this office and placed in the strongMisses Annie McPherson and Jean first bottle gavefew
more bottles, I should be used for relisf. Kodol is
after taking a
Surest an'.1 Quickest Cure for all
est of companies. If uninsured, drop
McKee left today for Louisville to was completely cured; so completeTHROAT and LUNG TROUBus a postal. Don't delay—tomorrow
a solution of vegetable acilis. It divisit Miss Anna Davis McComb.
ly that it becomes a pleasure to re- gests what you eat, and ofirrects the
LES, or MONEY BACK.
tray be too late.
commend this great remedy." Sold deficienies of the dige ion. Kodol
BEN S. WINFREE,
Mrs. J. H. Beatty,: or Grayson
toter guarantee at L. L. Elgin And- conforms to the Nati9AIal Pure Food
Fire and L
Insurance,
e alinuteCounil Glom Springs, is visiting her daughter, erson & Fowler (.ine) Cook & Hig- and Drug Law. SoI here by IL C.
Office with W ree & knight
gins, Druggist.
Hardwick.
••• rs•-••402:),Q, -.14* r. rtiorfisara , Mrs. J. A. Purcell.

CURE YOURSELF AT HOME

•

tiers

I

CITY BANK;

I

Sloaws
Lirimeit
For Cougli,Cold,Croup,
Sore Throat,Stiff Neck.
Rheumatism and
Neuralgia

FIGHT OF INTEREST

i

ENGINE REPAIRED.

Gray&Gates
Eclipse
Stable,

KILL

COUCH

voTH DvI King's

New Discovery

-

•

couNTyligo
pNLumoNIA
CHRISTIAN
RAIDING.
MORE
NO
BACKSLIDING
ON
EVANGELIST

WALT

HOLCOMB

DELIVERS SERMON.

PEACE NOW PREVAILS IN PRINCE- WILL FURNISH TWO CARLOADS
OF LOGS
TON DIS I RICT.

Col. Lafe Green Dead.

RAILROAD INDICTED

.
Col. Lafe Green, one of the wealthiest and most prominent Western
Kentucky stockmen and farmers, is
dead at his home in Breckenridge
county. His death was sudden._
MRS. ELIZABETH KINKEAD AGED
He conducted a general merchan- L. &N. HELD FOR MANSLAUGHTdise store and was in the sawmill
70 PASSED AWAY.
ER IN HENRY
business. He had many other business interests in western Kentucky,
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Skirts Made FREE!
For the benefit cf those who wei-e Linable to take advantoge of our Special Skirt Offer made during our
Great Whirlwind Sale we will extend the offer for one week as follows: Fifty Fine Skirt Patterns, selected from the best selling fall patterns, worth 75c to $4.00 a yard, made to your measure, FREE.
One week only.
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The City Bank of Hopkinsville of men, the godly and the Ungodly, posDOGWOOD ITEMS.
FEBRUARY 15.
after a ten days visit with friends at
takes high rank among the banking sibly fallen angels and human beings.
S. K. C. vs. Co. D.(first teams.) Crofton.
institutions of the state of Ken- every iniagination of the thoughts of
People are just beginning to realmen's hearts , became evil continually
Co. D. vs: S. K. C.(second teams).
The party given at the home of.
tucky, and as a factor in the Solid
(vi. 142). and men said unto God, "Deize
that this is winter, since the reAt the armory.
Mr. Elijah Lacy 'I uesday night was
growth and splendid prosperity of part ,from us and what Can the Alcent
snow storm and cold wave of
FEBRUARY 22.
very much enjoyed by those present.
the city of Hopkinsville it has been nth:Jay do?" (Job xxii, 17.) Then God
last week.
most potent. The bank has a capi- gave Noah inkructions to build an ark
S. K. C. vs. Co. D.(first teams).
Messrs. One Bryant and Luther
tal stock of $60,000, and a surplus of for the- saving of his house, and he bePublic High school vs. S. K.' C., Cornelius of Bainbridge were the
Miss Myers Fruit and her grand$70,000 in excess of its capital stock, lieved God and obeyed, thus obtaining second team.
•
mother,
_iMrs. S. H. Myers, are
guest of Mr. and Mr. U. G. Corneand this notwithstanding the fact righteonsness and condemning the
spending
several weeks in Hopkinslius Sunday.
4 At S. K. C. gymnasium.
.
that in the last ten years -the bank world (Heb. xi. 7). ville visiting Mr. and Mrs. Will
A study of the three arks of ScripMARCH 1.
Miss Myna Wood after visiting Joh rfson.
—Also—
has paid to its stockholders divieach
which
and
the
object
for
ture
friends and relatives in Hopkinsville
S. K. C. vs. Co. D.• (first teams).
dends aggregating 150 per cent, one was made is most Instructive. Noah
Miss Mina Wood,of Sinking Fork,
special dividend of 50 per cent, and Moses received most minute in-.,1 High school vs. Co. D. second has returned home. •
has returned home after a pleasant
IMOGENE.
aid entirely out of its surplus and stritetions 116w to build theiis, and we' team.
At the armory.
visit to her sister, Mrs. N.. 0. King
it has today the largest surplus in may. safely eonellide that Joehebed
proportion to its capital of any bank Wit/ instructed also. In the tabernacle
MARCH 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gate, of Bluff
in southern Kentucky, while As de- and temple God was the wile architect,
S. K. C. vs. Co. D.(first tsains).
Springs, who- have been visiting
man
the
plan
of
redemption
land
in
all
posits, according to statement gotten
The weather is now very bad and
Co. D. vs. S. K. C.(second team).
friends in Marshal county for sever- Let us bake your Turkey, Hams, etc.
out on December 31, 1906, were in has no voice whatever. The ark being
the farmers cannot do anything but
gymnasium.
C.
S.
K.
At
finished, the Lord called Noah and his
al months, have returned to this
excess of $380,000, or, to Le exact, house to come in. Consider the "comes"
put up ice.
MARCH 15.
$380,678.43. The City Bank was or- of Isa. i, 18; It, 1; Matt. II, 28; Rev.
Co. D. vs. S. K. C. (first teams). • Ray Flack who has been in bed several weeks with the family of
ganized in 1880, and ever since its xxii, 17, etc. Then there went in unto
High sehool vs. S. K. C., second with pneumonia-is itnpreving slow- Mr. Chas. Gates.
establishment it has steadily gained Noah into the ark a male and female of
•
team.
ISV
both in resources and popularity. all creatures and of the clean creatures
Miss Rosa King left last week for
At
the
armory.
Richard Meriwether returned from Bowling Green where she will enter
his with commendable pride that by sevens, as the Lord commanded,' The
Louisville Sunday afternoon.
Btopkinsville points to its City' bank Lord shut him in, the flood came as the
school
today as an eminently safe, flourish- Lord had said, and for one whole year
Miss Emma Bowler spant Sunday
and seventeen days they continued in
Mr; and Mrs. Jim Drake have re'fig and reliable institution, ably ofnight
with . her cousin Miss Addle
11,
,Campare
chapter
vii.
10,
the ark:
turned from Henderson where they
ficered and intelligently managed with chapter yiii. 13,14. What a time
Elgin, the enterprising druggist, Bell Bowles.
have been visiting their daughter,
principles,
and
business
true
upon
of faith and patience it must have rather than await the ordinary
is
spending
the
1
James
1
.
3
arder
Mrs. Wailes Preach.
one which never embarks in ques- been. but God was thinking of His methods of introduction, urged the
1
week
Meriwether.
with
Richard
tionable ventures of any kind.
servant (via', 1). When days and weeks Dr. Howard Co., to secure a quick
8 ounce Jar Screw Top
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Crabtree
In equipment it is thoroughly and months go by without, any special sale for their celebrated specific for • Jessie S'inith and Miss Tonnie ButPetroleum Jelly only 10c.
visited Mrs. Jennie West last Sunmodern in every department and evidence that God is caring for us and the cure of constipation and dys- ler were married Sunday morning!
day.
Fresh Candy 10c and 20c per lb.
places the most advanced accommo- He seems to have forgotten us, that is pepsia by offering the regular 50c by Esq. Hamill near Hampton Staunwavering
faith.
rememthe
time
for
Miss Hallie Clark is in HopkinsFull Hue of Window Shades.
dations at the disposal of its cusn.W
Mr. Smith is a popular young
bering His words to John the Raptfia. bottle at half price.
ville
where
she
is.
attending South
tomers.
l about twenty-two yearsi
The wonderfel success of this,plan man antis
Lace Curtains.
"Blessed is he that shall not be offendIts principal correspondents are ed In me." It isprofitable to note that was a great surprise even to him and of age. Miss,Smith was. one of the Kentucky CoLege.
If you want Window Glass
Latham, Alexander & Co., New the word "pitch" in chapter vi, 14, is today there are scores of people here most charming and *teat pretiest
Mr. Ben Myers of the county poor
York city, and the American Na- the very word generally translated In Hopkinsville who are ,using and young ladies in theTrentOn neighbor farm was in this community Sunday
tional bank of Louisville. Ky. The "atonement" and reminds us that the praising this remarkable remedy.
hood. They were Married in the • evening.
officers who have done so much to great atonement Is that alone which
In addition tq selling a 50c bottle buggy, and were accompanied by
Messers Tom Yancey and Rodman
place the institution upon such a can keep from perishing, but that by of Dr. Howard's specific for 25c., Mr. James McElvey and Miss Addie
who
are
in
it
are,
as
safe
as
God
it
all
Dwall
were in your city last week
high plane of usefulness are: E. B.
them. Shut In with Him, Mr. Elgin has so much faith in the Bell Bowles, -Mr. James Fletcher on business.
can
make
Long, president, and W. T. Tandy.
refnedy that he will refund the mon- and Miss Edna Smith,and Mr. Duke
no power can harm us.
Next to
HOPKINSVILLE,
cashier. .The directors are as folMr. Frank Jones and wife
The raven that did not return to the ey to any one whom it doss not cure. Bowler and: Miss Ada Smith . They
House.
Court
KENTUCKY.
lows: W‘
When your head. aches, your will make their home with time moved to Mr. J. W. Barns'
*\M. Garnett, E. B. Long, ark because, being an unclean bird.
-F. B. Fairleigh. J. 0. Cook and W. any dead carcass floating oh the water stomach does not digest food easily bride's parents.
near Kelly.
\
T. Tandy.—Correspondent from the would afford a resting place, and the and naturally, where there is con- riissos-sor.
dove that returned because it found no stipation, stiecks before the eyes,
Atlanta Constituti6n.
rest are suggestive of the unclean.
tired feeling, giddiness, bad taste
WANTED.—Gentleman or lady though they may ,belong to the pro- in the mouth, coated tongue, heartfessing church, who can ;find enjoy- l
to travel for Mercantile House of
ment in any kind of company, and the 'burn, sour stomach, roaring or ringlarge capital. Territory at home or true believers, who find rest only/in ing in the,ears, melancholy and livabroad to suit. If desirable the Christ..
fiAlffr/
' ILVZZfe
er troubles, Dr. Howard's specific
home may be used as headquarters.
Noah entered the ark at the Lord's will cure you. If it does not, it will
Weekly salary of $1,000 per year invitation and did not leave it until not cost you a cent.
God said "Go forth" (viii, 111). We must • Feb. 1. w. Feb. 6, d.
and expenses. Address,
JOS. A,. ALEXANDER, implicitly obey God and have unwaverHopkinsville, Ky. ing trust in Him; then all Will be well.
wit
Note the altar unto the Lord and the
- sacrifice
(viii, 20). This man is of the
EXTRA MONEY—Can be earned
line
of
Abel.
..
by every youngclnan living on the
Note the blessing and the command
farm who has a lew leisure hours to be fruitful (NU, 17; lx, 1, Ti, and reHad Stolen Articles From Main Street
-fach day. Good chance to secure a member John xy. 8, 16.
il)ermanent position with an old reSee the unconditional covenant of
liable firm. We want a good man chapter ix concerning the earth (also
in your locality at once. Write to- Yill,, 22), and the bow in the cloud' a.,
the itoken, which Is found elsewhere
Rad Reynolds an d Samm Bowles,
day for full particulars.
waiiu Ezek. I, Rev. iv and x, and al- two colored boys seemingly about
GEO. W. DIENER MFG, CO. onl
in reference to the earth. The thirteen or fourteen years of age,
&3 West Lake St., Chicago.
tothdr two unconditional covenants
arrested Saturday night chargwere with Abraham, eoneerning the were
,ALLIE YOUNG MAY RUN.
hind of promise, and with David, con- ed with theft. It was alleged
LEXINGTON, Ky.,Jan. 28.—W. cerning his throne. Note the assofi a - that Reynolds stole a pair of trous' A. Young, of ' Morehead, chief at- tion of Noah with Daniel arid Job la ers from Anderson's store and Bowltorney for Judge James Hargis, Ezek. XIV, 14-20, and compare God's es took several ties from Frankel's.
The boys were turned over to Counstated here that in, his oppinion his dealings with each.
the judgments that are ty Judge Breathitt who called in the
In
view
of
brother, A. W. Young, of Mr. Sterlcomiag when the Lord shall arise to
ing, would be a candidate against shake terribly the earth. in the day of ' fathers of the boys and upor. their
to give the a good whipludge John M. Lassing for the Dem- JD"' wrath, It Is the pact of wise men agreeingm
'ctratic nomination for jtftige of the 'to:seek she!ter ere the storm breaks ping the charge:wag held up during
good beh ayi
it of appeals Ilk the sixthd istriet. (Istvill, 9-1;;),
... .
0. •
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BANK THAT ENJOYS
GREAT POPULARITY.

Give Us
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Received at the Postoffice in Hopkinsville as Seeond-Class Matter.
Subscription Rates.
Daily per year ....
" three months: ..
" per weak
Weekly per year
" per six months.

----___—_
- ----Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without specified time will be charged
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
notices of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of
Respect. and other similar notices,
live cents per line.

Rebuild your strength with
VINOL, a:ld your rrvousness will disappear.
What is Vinol?
The modern cod liver preparation without the useless
oil, and tonic iron added.
Tastes good i Everybody

"What is the plural ot grape
fruit?" is the question now agitating
our Virginia contemporaries. Thus
cloth they wisely while away the
hours instead of bothering about
Brownsville, Harriman, Congress et

are strong shooters,strongly made and
so inexpensive that you won't be afraid
Hrd Previously Spent a Short Time .
In The Hopkinsville Asylum.-

to use one in any kind of weather.
They are made io, 12 and 16 gauge.
A FAVORITE OF AMERICAN SPORTSMEN

A story that almost, if not quite,.
equals Senator Ve!,t's famous dog
story, which has been going the
rounds of the press for some time is
reported from Hardin county, where
Magistrate G. W. Johnson committed to the keeper of the county pour
farm a dog with an order for the animal to be cared for at the expeae
of the magisterial district, No. 9. of
that county. The document is perhaps the only one of its kind on record and reads as follows:
Mr. William Cleaver, keeper of
the County Farm-Dear Sir: You
will please receive and safely keep
the bOdy of "Dewey Johnson" from
now until November 14, 1907. He is
a little old, but he has been,raised a
gentleman and has always kept the
very best of company. His associates have been governors, generals,
majors, judges, doctors, etc. He has
been sent to the Hopkinsville asylum once, but did not stay long. You
will please credit the old gentleman
to magisterial district No. 9.
Q. W.JOHNSON, J. P. H. C.

TIME

D

Effective April 13,1905

NORTH.
SOUTH
e. 62 St. Louis Express...10:n8 a m ' No. 61 St. Louis Express....6:18 p m
No. 64 St. Louis Fast
10:06 p inI No. 64St. Louis Fast'Mail. .6:12 a in
Ne. 9'2 Chicago and,New
No. 93.Chicage and New
Orleans Limited
6:47 a m
Orleans Limited
11:50 p in
X.66 Hopkinsville Accom.8:66 pm I No. 66 Hopkinsville
Accom.7:06 am
Nos. 62 ard 54 connect, at St.' Leuis for all aolnts west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for. Memphis line points as far small as
Fain and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east. •
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
einnati and all points nor'-b. ard east thereof
Nos. 63 and 66 also connect
far Memphisand v.-ay points.
N s. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers tc points
south s I Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon,Jacksonville, St. Augustine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects
Cluthrie for points east and west.
J. C. HOOE, Agt.

CIRCUIT COURT-First Monday in
June and fourth Monday_ in Febru- PRESIDENT'S SUGGESTION
ary and September.
LEE MEMOHIAL.
QUARTERLY Coulee-Second Mondays in January, April, July and
October.
FISCAL COURT-First Tuesday in
April and October.
' WASHINGTON, Jan. 25.-The
Cousrra-,Comyr-Virst Monday in
president, in view of his Lee centens
ever y month.
ary speech, will be asked to suggest
the machinery through which a na"JOSIAH FLYNT."
tional mentor/0' to Robert E. Leel
Hopkinsville ;magazine readers may be accomplished. The presiSenator Vest had been retained as,
effective Dec. fOth, Igf.5
'who are interested in "My Life - dent's suggestion was that, all sectattorney
the
of
a
man
whose
dog
NORTH BOUND.
II Thus Far" and "The Pool Room ions of the country unite in a grand had been wantonly shot by a neighVampires and their MoneyMact Vic- national memorial to Lee, the MemNo. 336, Pactucali-Cairo Accommodation, leave
8.40 a. m.
" 206, Evansville and Mattoon Express, leave...
among the most important orial to he placed in one of the great bor. It is said the plaintiff demand1 :20 a,. nt.
334, Princeton Accommodation, leave
8'20p.
serials of the year, will learn with representative institutions of learn- ed $200. When Vest finished speak26, Chicago-Nashville Limited, leave.
* the jury awarded $500 without
9.15]p. in
regret that deathlhas cut short the ing. A delegation will call upon the ing
SOUTH'BOTJND.
leaving
their
seats.
The
speech,
in
career of the author.
president within a few days to con26, Nashville-Chicago, leas e
6:2C a. m.
tosiah Flynt Willard-the .ehron- fer on the matter and if he does not full, is as follows: "Gentlemen of
333, Nashville Aceonimooation, leave
7:18a.
m.
the
jury:
The
best
friend
a
man
has
icier of the "Wanderlust;" the in- care to go further than his speech on
" 206, Nashville-F;vansville Nail. leavc.
6:16
p.
in
the
world
may
turn against him
" 331, Hopkinsville-Cairol'AcCommodation, arrive
terpreter of the joys of the care-free Lee the matter will be: taken 'et) Far
9.46 p. m.
become
and
his
enemy.
His
son
or
life, the life that know-s no work or the Southerners independently
ote,'through f&ervice I,u amid Wolk Chicise 0, m
Milli It ammo, Ill.
duty or responsibility except the re- -Members of congress were enthus- daughter that he has reared with and Evansville, 1nd., without change.
A It passeuxPr trains run daily.
sponsibility of keeping alive-- died iastic on the proposition today. All loving care may prove ungrateful.
atA1,14“N. Art.
late Sunday night at a Chicago ho- of them had read the president's Those who are nearest and dearest
tel, of pnetnnonia coutracted \while letter suggesting the memorial and to us, those whom we trust with our
securing data for his pool room ex- expressed themselves as highly in good name, may become traitors to
poses. To tens of thottsands.of read- favor of it. Like the remainder of their faith. The money that a man
era of the newspapers and magas the public they were ,undecided as has he may lose. It flies away from
sieee, both in this country and Eu- to what would be the best way to him Perhaps when he needs it most.
rope, Willard was known as "Josiah consummate the idea. COL Hillary A man's reputation may be sacriFlynt." who offered to the world a A. Herbert, one of the speakers of ficed in ti moment of ill-considered
translation of the .meaning of the the meeting which celebrated the action. The people who are prone
to fall on their knees to do us . honor
amp life.
one hundredth anniversary of Lee's
Porn of well-to-do parents-hia, birthday.last aatturday night, said: when success is with us, may be the
father was Oliver Willard, a Chicas "I am heartily in favor of the sug- first to throw the stone of malice
gei newspaper man, and his aunt, gestion. In addition te its fitness as when failure *et ties its cloud upon
woe, ...RICE'S
_Af! 57-T THE BEST QUALITY AND
FROM US. IF YOU CANNOT COMM IN PEFtSts.... WRITE FOR
Fr-silicas Willard, the great temper- a tribute to the memory of Lee, it our heads. The one absolutela- unOJR CATALOGUE.
aura advocate -a graduate of Mon- would pe a fitting capistone to the selfish friend that a man can have
*mill college and of Heidelburg arch or reconciliation between the in this selfish world, the one that
university, Willard chose the life of sections that were involved in the never deserts him, the one that flea-er proves ungrateful Or treacherous,
1. a stamp bicause an irresistible long-. war."
is his dog. Gentlemen of the jut y, a
teg tattled im to it.
Mrs: Ralph Walsh. president of
aelvattful colored birth stone
Willard might, had he chosen,'the Daughters of the Confederacy, man's dog stands by him in prosperSOUVENIR FREE
made a large amount of money from expressed herself in similar terms. ity and poverty, in health and in
for the asking
sickness.
He
will
sleep
on
the
cold
writing. His intimates have known.,"It is a thing which must appeal to
him to make $1,000' a week. He the heart of every southerner," she ground, where the Wintry winds
blow and the snow drives fiercely,
could, it is-said by those who knew sad. "and the daughters will unif
only he may be near his master's
him best, have made an annual in- doubtedly take it up, At prevent.
side.
He will kiss the hand that.
MaNTiOn IKE
come of $20,000, year in and year in odd ition to any plans we shall
PAPER.
has
no
food to offer, he Will lick the
sat„ lay writing. But money held no make about it, we are engaged in
wounds
and
sores
that
come
in
en'alarms forlie wrote Aufficient-1 having erected at Arlington a moncounter with the roughness of the
him "spending nionea4." ument to the Confederate dead. The
ly to
wei Id. He gus rds time slcep Of his
Then he wandered again.
two propositions are somewhat
pauper 11131.4.1i its if he were a prince.
r`fle would work one day and wan- you see."
We want five-hundred "ALMO"
NVlien all ether friends desert, he
der the ;idler twenty-nine of the
Jingle verses for our "ALMO"
remains. When riehes take wings
month," said one of his friends.
Jingle Book, and we want them
reputation
and
falls
to
pieces
he
is
Among his books are "Tramping
now. We will pay ten dollars each for the ones that we use.
as
constant in his love as the sun in
"ALMO" means a fine complexion. A few drops of "ALMO" put
with Tramps," "The World of :
its
journey through the heavens. If
Prey," I GREENVILLE, fiy.. Jan. 25.into the washbowl every day will
Graft," "Powers That
A few Drops of "A',MOwork w alders with your complex"Notes of an Itinerant Policeman The charge is made as a result of the fortune drives the master forth an
In the washbowl now and
ion
outcast
in
the
in
world,
.a
few
days.'
friendless
and
Treats
the
and "The Little Brother."
then.
recent inquiry by the Railroad Comskin while you wash,. Opens and '
During the course of the industrial mission that the Illinois Central homeless, the faithful dog asks no
Means a fine complexion.
purifies
every
pore.
'Cleanses
and
Kigher privilege than that of accomMakes you look young twain.
beautifies.' Refines the skin. Is
anrest of 1892 and 189; Mr. Willard R. R. operates coal mines in
panying
hint
to
guard
against
dan107
antiseptic;
pure
and
soothing.
tramped all through the country its territory under the name of anger,
to
fight
against
his
enemietaand
FREE!
If
you
have
never
used
'A
LMO"
we
will
send you a
studying causes and conditions and other corporation and that this - acfull
size
dollar
when
the
last
scene
of
all
bottle
FREE
upon
receipt
of
this
comes,and
advertisement
and
geving the results efshlas observation counts for the alleged discriminasix two cent stamps to pay postage and full particudeath
takes
the
master
in
it
ema series of magazine articles tion in furnishing cars.
lars about"ALMO- Jingle Verses.
brace and his body is laid away in
which established his reputation as
FORD C. FORD,56 FIFTH AV., CHICAGO, ILL.
the cold ground, no matter if all otha writer upon economic subject. He
er friends pursue their way, there
also extended his tramping trips to .
by his graveside will the noble dog
We counties of Europe, and at interbe found, his head between his •++++++44-•++-•-•4+-44-+444444-+•-•-•-•-•44-•-•-•-•+-•+-•-•-•-•-•+44-4.4-a
etails took up courses of study in tl
-'
Some elegant breeders at half price paws, his eyes sad but open in alert
German universities of 'Berlin and to make roomfor
youngsters. Here's watchfulness faithful and true even
Ifeidelburg. While abroad he made
your chance to get'; the famous, in death."
the acquaintance of Count Tolstoi, Bradley Bros'.
strain, 'always. winthe Russian writer, and of Ibsen, ners.
Lie dramatist.
I
DANIEL SUBURBAN POULFor the Columbia disc
About two years ago Mr. Willard TRY
YARDS. Cumb4rIand' Phone
rehurned to America and renewed 718.
and cylind, graphophone
Do you know that rheumatic pains
Ws investigations along sociologiEdison phonograph and
can be relieved? If you doubt this
e41 lines, presenting in many artcLAND
SURVEYS-We
ini.t
one
application
of
try
Chambermake
sur144 the social and economic evils in
Victor graphophone at
f veys of farms, and maps, showing lain's Pain Balm. It will make rest
the:cities.
1
and sleep possible, and that certainHis latest effort, which waa cut a11 division fences, roads, water
courses, houses, barns, etc., and ex- ly means a great deal to any one afsfort by:his death, was an investi- act number of aores in each field
flicted with rheumatism. For sale by
gation into the workings of the gam- Old or indefinite property lines
Anderson Fowler Drug Co.(Inc.)the
bling trust which Ls said to control found. Our prices are reasonable 3ading Drug Store. 9th and Main.
tile race tracks of the country, and and the absolute accuracy of the St., Hopkinsville. Ky.
i to the systems used by the pro- work is guaranteed. Meacham EnThe Bicycle and Graphoph one Man.
oters of poolroom "bookmakers." gineering & Construction Co., 307 S.
Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
The Phoenix Bldg., 9th St., Hopkinsville, Ky. Home Phone l
:Sir Robert Anderson shamed the
inconsiStency of some who attack Buy a Farm in Famous Texas PanI
••-•+•++++++++•••41-4-.44444*-++++•-++++++++++++++++++++41
i$e Bible, saying,"The higher critFor Infants and Children.
_
ids assume the Bible wrong unless it
i4 supported by pagan evidence, and I Will make you rich. We own
!7
.1
Southern Normal School, Bc7v-17
wihen the Scriptures and pagan au- large tract. Prices and terms right.
Green Business College, a n ;!
thorities agree, they assume that the Excursions: twice monthly...
, --Good
Siesiptures were based on the pagan &Est nts wanted. For
,7
BOWLING GREEN, KY. National School of Telegraph"
part iculars
I
Commercial and Special Courses of Study.
Law,
Classic,
Scientific,
Teachers',
efidence. Higher criticism assumes it write,
I
touts
WANTED-Safe horse suitable
CiRADUATES SECURE POSITIONS.
A...)gues and Journals Free.
efery thing against Holy Script- T3xas & Southwest Colonization Co. for lady to drive.
mrwrion: COURSE WANTED WHEN YOU WRITE.
H. H. CHERRY, President, Bowling Green, K
tares."
Minneapolis, Mimi.
JOHN STITES.
w4t
d2twttt

‘Ilinais Central Raiirind

If you are too fat it is because your food
turns to fat instead of muscle-strength.
If you are too lean the fat producing foods
that you eat are not properly digested and
assimilated.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
people have too much Pepsin and not
enough Pancreatine.

contains all the digestive juices that are
found in a healthy stomach, and in
exactly those proportions necessary to
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tissue building tonic as well. Kodol cures
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
Constipation. You will like it.

Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
tissues and gives firm flesh.
Prepared at the Laboratory of E.C.DoWtell
a

oo.,011oago,11.a.1

A Positive
CURE

Ely's Cream

'aim

ia quickly abt fned
Giwes Rolief ut Ones
.1Ieanses. soothes
hetth• and protects
Ulf
tnem.
brane it cures Ca.
tang) Knd d:-i v es
away Cotd in the
lieud giticklY
stores the Senses of
'faste and SlUEll Full size 50 cts., at Drug.
gists or by mail Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
Ely Ilrothers.56 Warren Screet.New York.

lielny FEVER

Professional Cards
E. G. CALLIS & CO,.
Insurance.
Country business written at iavree
rates. Both phones. Office upetair
in Hopper bldg., opp. court house.

Dr. R. L. Bradley
Veterinary Surgeon,
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lea.e, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Castration or Stallions; firing by a pew
process. Very special surgical operations for the cure of Spaying and
Stringhalt. Neurotomy for the-cure
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
Office at Gray & Gates livery stable,
East Ninth street, near L. & N. depot.' Telephone 145.
ALL CALLS by letter or telephone
promptly attended to.
HOPKINSVILLE - KENTUCKY

DR. J. L. TOPMILLER
Veterinary hysician
and Surgeon.
Office at Cooper's Stalae

CHARGE AGAINST I C.

CASTOR IA

the Kind You Have Always Bought

-AIM *Aiwa

Attorney-at-Law,
Notary Public and Fire
Insurance Agent
For the:Old :Reliable North River
Fire „insurance Company, of New
York. Absolutely clean and up-todate company at lowest rates. Also
Land deeds and mortgages writtea
and acknowledgments taken acoording to law and special attention paid
to cases in baakruptcy. Office 2n6
S. Main St., to Y onto block.

Hunter Wood & Son
Attorneys-at-Law.
Hopkinsville, -

Kentucky

D. F. SMITHSON,
Undertone r.
WitkRenahawA:„Everett.
Prompt service day or night. Phones,
Cumb., 164; Home, 1606.

Physician 40.
Office over the Anderson & Fowler
Dru
,gl) Co. PHONES-Cumb. office,
273 residence 813.

PLASTERING LATH are mad,
here at home by
DERING & FRANK I.I'MIEED C.
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KENTUCKY WOMAN

On March, 1907, the postoffice de.1 partment will begin to. Issue a book
ALDRICH TRYING TO STAVE OFF of one-cent pottage stamps. similar WHO REJEC1ED A PRESIDENT
to that now in use for 2Seent stamps.
DIES IN ST. LOUIS.
TOBACCO TAX BILL
The demand for 1-cent stamps has
been increased to such an extent by
the use of post _cards that the gov4
ernment was forced to put them up
resident Buchanan Fell In Love With
Doing Bidding of the Trusts.—His in convenient form for its patrons.
Mary Ann Casey.—True to
The hook will contain twenty-four
Weak Excuses.—Report on Tosix
of
sheets
1-cent stamps in four
Sweetheart.
bacco Prices.
paraffin,
stamps each, between
which will prevent them from being
stuck' on each other. Each book
sells for 25 cents.
ST. LOUIS, Jan. 26.—Miss Mary
•W..kSHINGTON, •Jan. 214. That
Cas'ey, daughter of the late
Ann
Senator Aldrich is playing one o
•
That was an inspiring sight at the Samuel Casey, of Kentucky, who
his old familiar tricks in connection
with the bill to remove the tax from tabernacle,'C'Vednesdayrnight, when was secretary of the treasury under
is dead
leaf tobacco is now assured. Long the entire audience rose to their feet Pierce and Buchaoan
young
a
Casey,as
woman,
Miss
here.
the
of
apm it was demonstrated, that the and stood during the playing
fathher
with
Washington
to
went
Rhode Island senater is an eneMy national air. It's a euStom that is
official
of the people in so far as popular in- rapidly being adopted all over the er and became acquainted in
rests conflict with the interests of country. It may not e generally circles. President, Bu'ehanan fell in
t)o trusts, and he is living .up to k•uowif that the army aridMavy reg- love with her and proposed to marry
ulations bearing on the subject have .her. Miss Casey 7, discouraged his
that reputation.
A few days. ago Senator Aldrich been amended so as to provide that suit. She lrad a lover in Kentucky.
psomised to Senator Daniel that the whenever tlie "Star Spangled Ban- Her father opposed her marriage to
tebaceo bill shall be reported this ner" is played by the band on a for- the Kentucky youth, and , lie later
session. This sudden burst of mag- mal occasion at a military station, married another girl, but Nliiss Casey ;
nanimity was startling, and those or at any place where persons be- remained true to the day of her ,
Who want to help the independent longing to the military service are death to the man for whoth she had
Obaceo producers by removing this present in their official Capacity, all. rejected a president.
opp-ressive tax could hardly believe officers and enlisted men present
.
shall stand at attention, and even,
t eir 'ears.
. Runaway Accident.
render
theyshall
the
ranks,
in
not
if
that
Senator AldIt now appears
rich was playing fast and loose with the prescribed salute, the position
Matthew Moseley, colored who
of the salute- being retained until the
lives Jas. A. Dolling, had the mislast note of the national air. It is
ftyrtune to get his shoulder knocked
also provided that the same respect.
out of place one day this week. ,He
shall be observed toward national
was going home from HopkinsAlle
air of another country when it is
when the team he was driving ran
played as a compliment to official
away and tl?rew him out of the
representatives of such country.
wagon.---Fairview Review.
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AM.YOUNG BUT WATCH ME GROW
Resources

•

Loans
Overdrafts
Furniture and Fixtures.
Due from Banks
Cash on Hand
........
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$205,158 . 28
•406.8.5
7,163.77
43,533.41
25,939.5C

Liabilities
Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits...
Dividend, 3 per cent, this day
Deposits
Bills Rediscounted. ...

. • .$ 50,000.00
1.500.00
1,309 . 56
.
1,500.00
217,892.25
. 10,000.00

1

.
(

$28,201.81

---•••••

GIRLS WANT PANTS

Comparative Statement of Deposits

•

$ 31,871.26
Feb, 28th, 1906 .
MUSKOGEE, I. T., tJan. 26.—
•
s'Give us pants or give us clean
65,134.14
April 2nd,1906
streets,"ls the plea of the ladies
who slav&.for the government in
131,102.79
.... . .
June 30th,1906
offices of the capital commissioner
petiA
tribes.
civilized
to the five
137,324.67
Sept. 29th, 1906
tion has been prepared by the young
women stenographers and clerks
217,892.25
Dec, 31st, 1906
and they declare they will loward
the pOtition to congressto be permitted to don trowsers antil the steeets
become passable. The petition in
part reads:
"Whereas the city of Muskogee has
not risen to the distinction of sidewalks, rainy weather is ranging
from three to six feet deep, by reason of which the, petitioners have
been compelled for weeks, much to
Depositary for State of Ky.
The Bank for the People."
Phoenix Bldg
their humilation and chargin, to
Gus. T. Brannon. Cashier.
W. 1'. Cooper, Vice Pres.
Jas. West, President.
phi the tails of etieir skirts around
their waists and wear long raincoats
to hide the same; and, "Whereas
there are cars in the middle or the!
alleged streets, but as the streams
of water on either side of the ear,
•••••S111111011000111110
0•
.
.
000410.4111000111100
.
1/000004111
tracks make it impossible to reach 4
the same without canoes. and many•
of the petitioners cannot swim;
"Now. therefore, in view of the
facts that the petitioners have to
walk and have the manners of God's
noblest creature, 'man,' we respectfully pray that we may be allowed I
lw
to wear forked clothes, thereby ad- ,
ding very much to our bodily and
mental comfort as well as being able
Is as great a one as you OWE TO YOURSELF. For that reasou you should
to perform our duties as humble serdiscriminate closely in the selection of food for them. If you want a sleek,
vants of the government."
spirited, healthy, strong and useful animal you must FEED IIIM PURE
FOOD, and food that has been analytically proven to be essential and nec-

WE WANT YOUR

BUSINESS

COMMERCIAL & SAVINGS BANK.

t
14

411•00 •••

e

' BANKRUPT SALE.

District Court of theUnited States,
Western District of Kentucky. Owensboro Division.
In the matter of '
West dc Burrus„• In Bankruptay
Bankrupts.
• The undersigned trustee, will, on
Monday, Feb. 4, 1907,at 11. o'clock a.
in., or thereabouts, on the premises
at Hopkinsville, Ky., on Ninth
Street, in the postoffice block,. formerly occupied by bankrupts,'offer
for sale at public auction to the
highest and best bidder, subject to
the approval of the Court, the stock
of Groceries, Confectioneries, Furniture, 1 New Innovation Soda
Fountain and all Applianbes, lot of
Dishes, Etc. Cigars and Tobacco,
complete Restaurant Equipment.
Also a list of accounts due said
bankrupts will be sold subject to all
offsets and defenses. Said property
will be sold free from all liens and O
encumbrances and for cash. Same
will be offered for sale In appropriate lots, and then as a whole and •
the bid or bids which bring the most•
•
will be accepted.
. M. L. ELB, •
Trustee for West le Burrus, Bank- •
•
rupts.

•
•
•

•

Duty You Owe to
Your Stock
essary to produce these results. If you want an abundance of rich, pure
milk, feed your cow the PROPER KIND OF FOOD to produce it. We have
investigated the subject and now offer to our customers tho following

P=U=R=E F=O=O=D=S
put uo in 100 lb. bags with a guaranteed anayl)sis on each bag
Ingredients, Alfalfa, Meal, Corn, Oats and

Hominy Meal
Corno Horse and Mule Feed
4
Iagredients, Wheat Feed. Gluten, Linseed Meal, Corn,
•
Oats and Molasses
•Sucrene Horse Feed
•
Ingredients, NN neat Feed, Gluten, Cotton Seed Meal, Corn,
Sucrene Dairy Feed
Oats and Molasses
Meal, Hominy Meal, Gluten Meal
ed Ingredients, Alfalfa and
Oat Feed
Crema Dairy Fe
Ingredients, Corn, Oats, Hominy, Meal and
Oat Feed
• Diamond "C" Corn and Oat Chops
:Ship Stuff---Wheat produce
on 10th and Liberty
Corn, Oats and Bran .At our Feed StoreStreets
Hay,
stock
•
Large
•
•

•
•
•
CASTOR IA :
•
Always Bought •
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
Bears the
Signature of

40111r"Nolimmo
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$282,201.81
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A correspondent request that we
print some of the striking things
great men have said about newspap
ers--that is, sayings that embody
the purpose and doings of the press.
With pleasure.
Bryant said:
"The press is good or evil according to those who direct it. It is a
mill that grinds all that is put into
its hopper. Fill the hopper with
poisoned grain and it will grind it
to meal, hut there is death in the
bread.''
Jamesparton said:
"The newspaper press is the peopie's university. Half the readers
in Christendom read little else."
Jefferson said:
"The basis of our government belug the opinion' of the people, the
.
Daniel. It is an oil game of • his., very first object should be to keep
and it can be put down as a certain'. that right, and were it left me to dty that there will be no report on the cide whether we should have-a Kov-.
ernment without neWspapers or
tibacco bill if Aldrich can help it.
newspapers without a goveinment I
McCreary Protests.
should not hesitates moment to pre,.Senator McCreary is trying to get fer the latter."
•
*Lotion on the bill and he went to see
Cardinal`Gibbon; recently said:.
f4nator Aldrich.
"The dread of exposure in the pubf!"Senator Bailey is a member of lic press keeps many a than sticking
subcommittee• which has that close to the path of rectitude who
bill under consideration, and we 'otherwise would stray off into the
must wait until the rettirns before byway's of graft."
W12, take it up in the comniittee,"was
tOe story which Aldrich gave Mc"Adam was the first suicide. and
Creary.
McCreary
protested he killed himself for love of a woan
vain
man. Rather than allow Eve, with
against the delay.
i.•You know as well as I know,that whom he was in love, as Romeo was
Stnator Bailey is engaged in a polit- with Juliet, to die alone; after she
ical fight at home,and probably will had eaten the apple and tome under
net return .to Washington at this consequent sentence of death, Adam
ate some of the apple, too, and thus
sOesion," remonstrated McCreary.
•made
certain that he would die."
Aldrich
insisted that it
Scnator
•
was one of the fool docSuch
I will be necessary to wait until Bailbefore 2,000 persons
advanced
trines
ey returns. Of course this is only
in Chicago one
in
hall
Crehestra
ts'polite Intimation that this bill will
bit killed in Aldrich's committee, night this week by Rev. Chas. T.
which is altogether to be .expected Russell, of Allegheny.. Pa., who
1 in the man who represents the to- spoke on the "Overthrolv of Satan's
co trust in the United States Empire.'
Adam really ommitted suicide,"
seinate. •
sell.
intend to keep after Aldrich," declared Mr.
"Because he loved Eve so fondly,
said McCreary.
'The department of agriculture as the only living thing" on earth
publishes the following interesting with which he could have companport on the prices of tobacco for ionship, he ate the forbidden fruit,
after she had partaken thereof, and
e year 1906:
thus knowingly brought;sentence of
Hopkinsville District.
death upon himself. He followed
The average price of 7.6 cents per
the woman's example through his
polund reported for this district, is
love for her, and thus killed himself
th'e same as was received for the
by putting himself under the procla1906 crop. The quality iiinferior to
.1
•
mation of the Lord.
Oita of 190re although *'ere is some
this
se?
to
that
"It is quite easy
tine tobacco in this crop. The inferior quality was caused by worm was the case, and that Adam was in
damage and the heavy and contin- truth a suicide. -You will remeinbor
uous rains that fell during Septem- that God said,'If you eat thereof
ber, While the crop was being har- you will surely die,' in referring to
vested. About 20 per cent of the crop the forbidden friiit."
stood .in the fields during three mr̀`T
'41
.,e,re you have God's authority
ith
weeks of continuous rain that fell in
the latter part of September and the
tirst of October, and was so much
Only a little cold in the head may
damaged that all of it will be of low be tie beginning of. an obstinate
grades. This will make the proportion of lugs in this crop much larger case f of Nasal Catarrh.' Drive out
than usual. The weather has been the i vader with Ely's Cream Balm
favorable for handling tobacco, and applied straight to 6'e
4 inflamed
about 17 per cent has been delivered. stuff d up air-passages. Price 50c.
.If yolu prefer to use an atomizer, ma
Laid To Restfor Liquid Cream Balm. It has all
the good qualities of the remedy in
The funeral of the late Ross E. El- solid form and wili rid'you of cagin, conducted by Rev. H. I). Smith, tarrh or hay fever. No cocaine to
took place Sunday afternoon at the breed a dreadful habit. No mercury
residence of Walter Shaw. a broth- to dry out the secretion. Price 76c.,
er-in-law of the deceased. The body with spraying tube. All druggists,
was buried with the rites of the Be- or mailed by Ely Bros.. 56 Warren
Street, New York. •
nevolent and Protective Order of
Elks at Hopewell cemetery. ,
C7411.. MT CO R.IAIL.
NWY01111nOillaajaktiO
Elan the
eigustars
-4f
and Cowl&

December 31 1906
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Prompt deliveries made anywhere in the city
Call at Feed Store and place your orderi
Both Phones
.
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River Harbor Committee Awards
•

Water At

For Dee

Corpus Christi
ss
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City National Bank

ELEGRAM

Corpus Christi, Tex

FROM JOHN N. GARNER. TP:xas
CONOR ESSM AN:

Clark Pease, Pres.
John G. Aensly, Vice-Pres.
A. D. Evans, Cashier.

WASHINGTON, Jan. 23, 07.
Board of Trade,
Corpus Christi, Tex.
River Harbor Committee awards
$773,750.00 for waterway improvements at Corpus Christi.
JOHN N. GARNER.

Corpus Christi. Texas, Dec. 26, me.
To Whom it
May Concern:
To even briefly outline in a short ,
space all of the advantages and prospects of Corpus Christi would be
practically impossible; so I will con- ,
tent myself with saying:
First: That,Corpus Christi is on
the eve of a wonderful and substantial growth. Being as it is the terminus of three railroads which run
through the greatest garden country
of the world, it cannot fail to become
the center of all of that country's !
trade.
There has been recentty thrown
open to settlement hundreds of thousands of acres of land tributary to
Corpus Christi. All et this land has !
been taken up and is being improved, and wonderful results in the way
uf truck gardening have been obtained.
When the Government shall coin',fete its work of deepening Aransas
PASS, Corpus Christi will reach proportian and commercial importance
that will make real estate investments wonderfully profitable. I
make this statement. I do not know
of any sinOe town or city in the
whole of the United States where
property investments promise as
ta.rge returns as they dek,right here.
-Que can make no mistake in Corpus
Christi realty.
In regard to the property being
T'sold by the Gulf Coast Realty Cu..
wish to say that it is right inside illu
city and the price offtred and the
terms of sale should make it. very
attractive, and one Well worth tits- !
ing hold of.
It is one of the must beautiful
sites in the whole United States, sitsated on highWatul,•60 feet above
the hay, in one of the most desirable
e-sidence parts ofl the city, cum-1
mamding s, view of the bay.
Corpus Yrisi as a summer and !
wiater resort will some day lead the
Very respectfully,
South.
4
RKE PEASE, President.

Corpus Christi
Board of Trade
Cie°. W. Grim, President.
Randolph. Robertson, Secretary.
Corpus Christi,Texas, Jan. 7, wiz.

To Whom it
• May Concern
Corpus Christi is situated on the
et :riietc•!pco;rotripounsop=i Egg.,
eest
h
zv
Read what Col. Geo. V. Green ou arz
bluff-forty feet above sea level,
Says:
it absolutely safe and beKy.,
making
,
sville
of Hopkin
,
on. frankfort yond qttegtion • the most beautiful

State of Kentucky, Prison Commissi
January 17, 11107. site for a airy on the whole southern
coast of the United States.
N:
CONCER
MAY
IT
TO WHOM
The country Is as rich and fertile
trips
two
Within the last six months I have made
any in the state-and is rapidly beas
frank
am
and
Texas
of
country
to the Gulf Coast
filled up with truck gardeners
,ing
the
with
to say that I am very deeply i npressed
farmers.
and
s
advantage
other
and
climate
wonderful soil and
which now has a populaawaiting, the advent of intelligent development. The city
is growing fast and prop8,000
of
tion
country
a
of
es
possibiliti
the
There is ho estimating
is increasing in valkinds
all
of
erty
possessed of a soil as rich as the Valley of the Nile ue rapidly. having doubled within
and
sunshine
as
and with the climate as perfect
year—a healthy and subshower can make. I was most forcibly strtick the past growth;
no boom.
stantial
Corpus
of
es
possibiliti
with the great commercial
we hope, will
nt,
governme
The
and
Coast.
Gulf
the
of
city
principal
Christi, the
at Aransas
water
deep
secure
soon
has
It
one of the oldest cities in the United States.
water port on
deep
as
another
Pass,
the
on
haroor
practical
and
the most beantiful
the gulf south of Galvestion is needcoast. It is the center °fall this vast undeveloped ed
to handle the business of the
miles
hundred
several
of
countrY within a radius
country.
on every aide. It already has three railroads and
As a summer and winter resort
another in itnmediate prospect. The Government Carpus
Christi now has a wide repdeepenthe
Id
reeemmoi,
cart
reeent,.ra
in
Engineers
and is filled with tourists
utation
When
Bay.
ing of the channel to Corpus Christi
seekers both winter
pleasure
and
of
port
a
becomes
Christi
Corpus
this is done and
summer.
and
any
or
entry it will become the rival of Galveston
The property offered by the Gulf
other port on the gulf in vast commercial interests. Vottst•Realty- Co.' iglibikttiSd"in the
I am familiar • with',the ;,property owned try. the: southwestern part of the city about
the
Gulf Coast Realty.-Company. It lies withinBay.
two-thirds of a mile back from the
the
ng
overlooki
bluff
a
on
and
city limits
Bay.
country
interior
Should the development of the
The city is growing in that directthree
continue to progress as it has done in the pastentry,
and 1 am confident this property
ion
of
port
the
years and Corpus Christi become
be a safe investment.
will
realized
be
to
profits
the
g
estimatin
there is no
Respectfully,
truly,
Very
from investment:1; madeP at this time.
GLO. W. GRIM. President.
GREEN.
V.
0.
(Signed)

: The Heart
anti Center of
a New Country
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Corpus Christi, Tex., the New Deep Water Port,

••••••IM1111111111

It Will Be
a Port of Entry
and Output

•••••••••••

of the new deep water
CITY of 8,4.00 population, which will immediately grow to 50,0 )0 because
It wil be a rivAl of 4,alveston.
harhi r
to Kentucky investGet in on thc grouud floor of the best real estate c.roposition ever offered
details of this proposition.
Write today asking us for Plats, Maps, Letters, etc., giving all the

A

Gov‘,f rntnent,
Railroads,
. itizens,
Farmers,

tors.

1699sa•

to all of Southern Texas and all
of Mexico.
It:will be a complement of the
Great Panama Canal.
If will be the Port of Entry for
all Ocean traffic.

•

...iiiimmummemimmmao
,a.••••••••••11.1•11....

Lots ROO to $1750, Easy Payments, $10 Cash S2 Week
Texas another
Southern (:a!ifornia

South

Settlers are pouring in
by the thousands. This
garden spot of the world
is being intensely cultivated, where only two
years ago it was a desert.

It will be the Metropolis
of the Gulf

Make All Payments to Commercial Bank & Trust Co., Louisville, Ky.

All are combining to make

•

•

Never before has there
. been

of Trade
NLY 176 lots in all. They will be sold this week. Write to City National Bank or Board(Mention
about this proposition,
at Ccrpus Christi. Texas: write to anyone in Corpus Christi
reserve it fcrr you.
Hughes addition.) Pic .: out your lo at once and wd will

O
jJ

such

opportunity

a

tangible
to

grasp

rising realty values
Investigate this at once.
It is brought right to yonr door

This Ad will Only Appear Once. Write Today.

The nucleus of this new country is Corpus Christi. It will be another Los Angeles. You have a chance here
let a moment delay you. Call
and now to get it before the tremendous growth. Take advantage of it, Don't
ti=
us
and see us. Let us show you full particulars. Let us show you letter after letter describing Corp Chris
s Addition which we are selling.
tellingof its present advantages and tutur, prospects—telling of the Huge rhey will
receive all payments on
The Commercial Bank & Trust Co . of Louisville, are our references.
. For full particulars write
lots bought at Corpus Christi. Prks $100 to $175. Payable $10 cash, $2 per week
Cumberland Telephone

Main 944-Y
'

Gulf Coast

ealty Co.

Louisvle.S,
20eTba1 Bng
24h
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sss. ,..$1411
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CHALLENGE CLEARANCE SALE
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OFFERS THE FOLLOWING:
..,••=1••••-••••

•

50c Yana

7 I-2c Yard

Half Price
To clean up quickly, we offer all our Val Laces
at just hAlf the original price.

10 pcs asst. fancy pla.d Henley Serges and fleeced
B.ick Piques,white, pink, resl, blue, worth 15c-20c

All Fanci s, Plaid and Plain Taffeta Silks, worth
75c, 1.00 and 1,25

4

OOD SUITS AND OVERCOATS IN THIS SALE STILL TO BE HAD AT ONE HALF PRICE AND
DO NOT MISS THESE LAST TWO DAYS
E AT ONE THIRD OFF AND SOME AT LESS.

LOTS OF

I()c Pair

5c Yard

$3.95 Each

Ladies and Children's Wool Golf Gloves and
Mitts, worth 25c and 50c

15 pieces 27 inch Flanneletes, light and dark,
worth loc and 12ic

Ladies Mohair Shirt Waist Suits, former price $10
and $.2.50. The skirts are worth more money

SUITS AT LF.SS $6.75 choice of any suit
Last Chance to Buy a Ladies Suit or CIoali it HALF PRICE AND SOME
$8.25 for Ladies Suits former price $18.00 to $20.00
former price 12.50 to $16.
•••••• Mialdh•VM1•..
-.111.1•11MIEMENIE

Half Price

$3.75 .
Silk Petticoats, plaid and Plain colored Taffeta
Silk. worth 6j0 and 7.F,0
DON'T FAIL

•

Ladies and misses Cravenette Raincoats in grays
and tans

$1.50
Children's McIntosh Raincoats, worth $2.00 and
$:0, at $1.50

NCE SALE EVER KNOWN I
0 COME to be FINALE OF THE GREAT ST CLEARA
Hundreds of Other Articles of Dry Goods, Clozhing and SilKs Still in the Sale

HOPKINSVILLE

11.
1•11,

35c Each

50c Each

38c

Children s "Oneita" Union Suits, sizes 10 to 14,
garment
.%North '0c

Ladies "Oneita Union Suits, sizes 32 to 38, worth
71,c a ;.arment

Ladies Vests and Pants, fine quality bleached
Set Snug" worth 50c

JIMMY
41111111111MMININ.'
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